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Structural and Kinetic Mechanisms of the Yeast 

Cytoplasmic Dynein Motor Domain 

by 

Carol Cho 

 

ABSTRACT 

Dynein is a cytoskeletal motor that drives minus-end directed transport on 

microtubules. Although more than 40 years have passed since dynein was first 

discovered (Gibbons and Rowe, 1965) the molecular basis of dynein’s motility 

and force production remains to be elucidated. There is yet no high resolution 

structure of the motor domain, nor a clear picture of the steps in the kinetic cycle. 

The work presented here focuses on dissecting the kinetic and structural 

mechanisms of yeast cytoplasmic dynein motility. In Chapter 1, the role of ATP 

binding and hydrolysis in dynein’s multiple AAA domains was investigated by 

single molecule motility and steady state kinetic assays of recombinant yeast 

cytoplasmic dynein. We found that AAA3 and AAA4 ATP hydrolysis mutants 

displayed decreased motility, force production, and ATPase activity, but did not 

abolish processivity. In addition, we found no kinetic evidence for multiple ATP 

hydrolyses during the ATPase cycle, suggesting that AAA3 and AAA4 might play 

roles in allosterically regulating the dynein motor. Chapter 2 provides a 

description of the structure of the yeast cytoplasmic dynein motor domain solved 

to ~6 angstroms by X-ray crystallography. We uncovered the structure of 
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dynein’s domains - the linker, AAA domains, and the stalk -,  as well as 

discovering a novel structure termed the buttress. From this structure, we 

proposed a AAA ring closure mechanism to explain how ATP binding at dynein’s 

main ATPase site, AAA1, triggers allosteric changes in other parts of the motor. In 

Chapter 3, we provide a comparison of the crystal structure presented in Chapter 

2 and a subsequent struture of the Dictyostelium dynein motor domain(Kon et 

al., 2011).  From this analysis, we provide further support for AAA ring closure, as 

well as discussing the dimeric orientation of dynein on microtubules during 

processive motility.  
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INTRODUCTION 
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Movement in life has long been a source of fascination to biologists. From 

the inception of theories on muscle contraction to modern microscopic 

observation of cell motility, a wealth of knowledge has been amassed on cellular 

movement. Lying at the core of intracellular motility are cytoskeletal motor 

proteins, such as myosin, kinesin, and dynein. The development of sophisticated 

biophysical tools ((Block et al., 1990; Yildiz et al., 2004) in combination with 

atomic-resolution structures (Coureux et al., 2003; Kull et al., 1996) allowed 

detailed molecular dissection of myosin and kinesin motors (Vale, 2000), 

revealing intricate coupling between catalytic activity and mechanical force 

production.  

In contrast, dynein evaded such biochemical and biophysical elucidation 

due to its massive size (a ~350kDa core motor domain and ~2MDa holoenzyme) 

and complex structure. Despite the wealth of studies uncovering the myriad 

cellular functions of dynein (Vale, 2003) including cargo transport (Vallee et al., 

2004), nuclear positioning (Bloom, 2001), and intraflagellar transport (Pazour et 

al., 1999; Porter et al., 1999) , there was no atomic-resolution structure of the 

dynein motor domain, and limited understanding of what constituted the 

“power-stroke”. Besides its biochemical intractability, dynein was found to 

belong to a distinct family  (AAA+ (“ATPases associated with diverse cellular 

activities”) family (Neuwald et al., 1999)) from kinesin or myosin  (G-protein 

superfamily), making it hard to draw direct structural analogies on the 

mechanism of motility.  
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The dynein heavy chain consists largely of three domains: the tail which 

binds cargo and accessory chains, the head which provides catalytic ATPase 

activity, and the stalk which binds microtubules. The tail and accessory chains 

are largely dispensable for motility except for a region proximal to the head 

termed the “linker”. The head domain is composed of six tandemly-linked AAA 

domains (AAA1-6) arranged in a ring, closely resembling other proteins in the 

AAA+ superfamily. Protruding from the head between AAA4 and AAA5, is a 

~15nm long stalk which is an antiparallel coiled coil with a globular microtubule 

binding domain at its tip.  

Despite a long dark age for dynein, recent progress from various avenues 

has started to dissect dynein’s mechanochemical cycle. Biochemically, the 

successful expression and purification of recombinant dynein from yeast (Reck-

Peterson et al., 2006) and Dictyostelium (Nishiura et al., 2004) defined  a 

minimal motor domain of ~350kDa, as well as showing that the accessory chains 

and N-terminal tail of the heavy chain are dispensable for motility. Moreover, the 

development of such systems were the basis for single molecule studies that 

provided the first characterizations of dynein’s irregular steps (Reck-Peterson et 

al., 2006) and force-dependent responses (Gennerich et al., 2007).  

 Structurally, negative stain electron microscopy (Burgess et al., 2003; 

Roberts et al., 2009) revealed the overall architecture of dynein, and allowed 

discovery of the linker domain, which was proposed as the major mechanical 

element. Subsequent studies (Kon et al., 2005) confirmed the nucleotide-

dependence of linker conformation moving from a position close to AAA4 to a 
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position near AAA2. At higher resolution, a crystal structure of the microtubule 

binding domain (Carter et al., 2008) provided a potential mechanism of how the 

two coils of the stalk modulate microtubule binding affinity.  

Kinetically, attempts to understand the chemical cycle of dynein were 

made, and linking kinetic steps with linker movements and microtubule binding 

(Imamula et al., 2007; Mogami et al., 2007). In addition, the role of different 

AAA domains in vitro and in vivo were investigated by motility assays (Kon et al., 

2004) and yeast nuclear segregation (Reck-Peterson and Vale, 2004), implicating 

major roles for AAA1 and AAA3, and more subtle roles for AAA2 and AAA4.  

Building on these recent advances, in this work, we focus on how the core 

motor domain of dynein moves – both kinetically and structurally. In Chapter 1, 

how dynein utilizes ATP at different AAA domains is investigated using specific 

ATPase mutants at different AAA sites of recombinant yeast cytoplasmic dynein. 

We find that two mutants in particular, the AAA3 and AAA4 ATP hydrolysis 

mutants, display interesting phenotypes in vitro. The AAA3 ATP hydrolysis 

mutant shows significant decreases in motility ATPase activity, and stall force 

production, while the AAA4 ATP hydrolysis mutant shows only mild decreases in 

such characteristics. However, both mutants maintain processivity, as well as 

showing similar ATP hydrolysis modes to wild-type, suggesting that AAA3 and 

AAA4 ATP hydrolysis plays a regulatory role during dynein’s mechanochemical 

cycle. In Chapter 2, the X-ray crystal structure of the dynein motor domain - the 

asymmetric structure of the AAA ring, the highly helical structure of the linker, 

and the base of the anti-parallel coiled coil stalk – is elucidated. A novel structure 
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which seems to supports the stalk and so termed the “buttress” is also presented. 

Chapter 3 further discusses dynein’s allosteric communication mechanism as well 

as its walking configuration on microtubules by comparing our yeast crystal 

structure with a subsequently published crystal structure of Dictyostelium 

dynein. The greater asymmetry and openness of the yeast structure (in a 

presumed no-nucleotide state) compared to the Dictyostelium structure (in a 

presumed ADP state), suggests that nucleotide binding propagates large changes 

in the overall structure of the AAA ring.  
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CHAPTER 1 

The role of yeast cytoplasmic dynein’s multiple ATP 

binding sites in motility 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The heavy chain of cytoplasmic dynein contains four nucleotide-binding 

domains referred to as AAA1-AAA4.  Although previous work had implicated 

AAA1 as the main site of ATP hydrolysis, the role of ATP binding and hydrolysis 

at AAA2-AAA4 was unclear. In order to dissect the roles of different ATPase sites, 

we analyzed the single molecule motility of dynein mutants that bear mutations 

specifically disrupting either nucleotide binding or hydrolysis at AAA2-AAA4. 

While all nucleotide binding mutants show a loss in motility and processivity, 

both the AAA3 and AAA4 nucleotide hydrolysis mutants remain processive, albeit 

with slower velocities of movement.  Surprisingly, the AAA4 nucleotide 

hydrolysis mutant exhibits an increase in processivity due to its tighter affinity 

for microtubules. In addition to changes in motility characteristics, AAA3 and 

AAA4 nucleotide hydrolysis mutants produce less maximal force than wild-type 

dynein. These results indicate that the nucleotide state at AAA3 and AAA4 can 

allosterically modulate microtubule binding affinity while also affecting dynein 

processivity and force production.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Cytoplasmic dynein is a molecular motor that moves toward the minus-end of 

microtubules. Underscoring its biological significance, dynein has been 

implicated in numerous microtubule-related functions, including cargo 

transport, mitotic spindle positioning, and nuclear segregation (Vallee et al., 

2004). Like many other biological motors, cytoplasmic dynein uses chemical 

energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to perform mechanical work. However, in 

contrast to other cytoskeletal motors of the kinesin and myosin superfamilies, 

dynein has multiple ATP binding sites. This poses the question of how dynein 

makes use of these multiple ATP sites and whether they might be involved in the 

regulation of the motor.  

Dyneins are a member of the AAA+ ATPases, a superfamily of enzymes that 

have a diverse array of functions ranging from protein unfolding to membrane 

trafficking (Ogura and Wilkinson, 2001; Vale, 2000). Despite their varied 

functions, AAA+ ATPases all share a similar core architecture with conserved 

Walker-A (P loop) and Walker-B (phosphate sensor) motifs in their nucleotide 

binding domains (Erzberger and Berger, 2006; Neuwald et al., 1999).  Most 

AAA+ proteins oligomerize into hexameric, ring-like structures that act upon 

their substrates.  In some cases, identical AAA+ subunits act in a concerted 

manner, where all subunits engage and hydrolyze ATP (e.g. the large tumor 

antigen of simian virus 40 (Gai et al., 2004) simultaneously. In other cases, 

stochastic (e.g. ClpX (Martin et al., 2005)) or sequential (e.g. helicases (Enemark 
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and Joshua-Tor, 2006)) activation of AAA+ subunits may occur.  Dynein is 

unusual in having multiple AAA+ domains concatenated in a single polypeptide 

chain that folds into a ring-like structure (Burgess et al., 2003; Mizuno et al., 

2007; Samso et al., 1998). The first four AAA+ domains (AAA1-4) are capable of 

binding nucleotide (Gibbons et al., 1991; Ogawa et al., 1995), while the last two 

AAA+ domains (AAA5-6) are highly divergent, no longer bind nucleotide, and 

appear to serve a structural role in closing the ring. Between AAA4 and AAA5, an 

antiparallel coiled-coil stalk emerges with a microtubule binding domain at the 

tip. N-terminal to the first AAA domain is a “linker” domain that is thought to 

swing with respect to the stalk, possibly constituting the dynein power stroke 

(Burgess et al., 2003). 

The roles of the four functional AAA domains have been investigated by 

biochemical and mutagenesis studies.  AAA1, the site of ATP-vanadate-

photocleavage (Gibbons and Gibbons, 1987), is generally acknowledged to be the 

major site of ATP hydrolysis and primary driver of the power-stroke. 

Mutagenesis of this site greatly decreases ATP turnover (Kon et al., 2004; 

Takahashi et al., 2004), abolishes motility (Kon et al., 2004), and eliminates the 

conformational change of the linker domain (Kon et al., 2005). The roles of the 

other sites remain less well understood. Single molecule studies suggest that a 

single ATP binding event may suffice for dynein to take a step along the 

microtubule (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). However, mutagenesis of the Walker A 

domain of AAA3 (predicted to interfere with nucleotide binding) greatly 

decreases microtubule-stimulated ATPase and microtubule gliding activity and 

13



causes “rigor-like” binding with the microtubule (Kon et al., 2004; Reck-Peterson 

and Vale, 2004; Silvanovich et al., 2003). Mutagenesis studies of AAA2 and 

AAA4 suggest they may have more minor roles. Collectively, these results suggest 

that AAA2-4 assume some sort of regulatory role, but the details of how they 

participate in the dynein mechanism remains unclear.    

While prior in vitro motility studies have been performed on dynein ATP site 

mutations (Kon et al., 2004; Reck-Peterson and Vale, 2004; Silvanovich et al., 

2003), they have focused upon Walker A mutations and they did not examine the 

processive movement of a two-headed dynein. Here, we have used previously 

developed single molecule motility assays (Gennerich et al., 2007; Reck-Peterson 

et al., 2006) to investigate the role of ATP binding and hydrolysis at AAA2-AAA4 

on processivity and force production. We find that dynein bearing a Walker B 

mutation at AAA3 is still processive, despite a severe effect on ATPase and motor 

velocity. Surprisingly, the AAA4 Walker B mutant displayed a gain-of-function in 

processivity that is most likely mediated by an increase in microtubule binding 

affinity. We also show that AAA3 and AAA4 ATP hydrolysis mutants develop 

lower forces than wild-type dynein. Thus, the nucleotide binding state at AAA3 

and AAA4 can regulate dynein’s microtubule affinity, processivity, and force 

generation.  
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RESULTS  

 

Construction and design of AAA mutants of yeast cytoplasmic dynein 

In previous work in the Vale lab, a tail-truncated recombinant yeast 

dynein (Dyn1 331kDa) that is sufficient for processive movement was engineered 

(Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). This construct allows for robust observation of 

single dynein molecules, and hence, in this study we used this minimal dynein as 

a basis to characterize the single-molecule behavior of AAA ATP binding and 

hydrolysis  mutants. In order to specifically disrupt ATP binding at AAA2-4, an 

essential lysine residue in the Walker A motif was mutated to alanine, while an 

essential glutamate residue in the Walker B motif was replaced with glutamine. 

(Figure 1A and Table 1). The glutamate residue in the Walker B motif is highly 

conserved throughout most AAA domains, and coordinates a catalytically 

essential Mg2+ ion. (Bourne et al., 1991) Consequently, glutamate-to-glutamine 

mutations have been used in studying the role of ATP hydrolysis in many other 

AAA+ ATPases (Martin et al., 2005; Schwacha and Bell, 2001).  

Recombinant dyneins with or without (referred to as “wild-type dynein 

from hereon) point mutations for ATP hydrolysis were purified from S. cerevisiae 

with an NH2-terminal affinity tag, and further labeled at the COOH-terminal via 

a Halo-tag with tetramethylrhodamine (Promega). A summary of basic enzymatic 

properties and motility of the two ATPase mutants (AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q) 

scrutinized in this study are provided in Table 2. 
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Distinct single-molecule motility characteristics of AAA mutants observed by 

total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy 

In order to measure the motility of individual dynein molecules, we 

observed tetramethylrhodamine-labeled dynein moving along axonemes by total 

internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. Contrary to bulk gliding assays, this 

method provides a direct determination of velocities and run lengths by 

observing single attachment, movement, and detachment events. Initial 

measurements at 1mM ATP indicated that  

At 1 mm ATP, all nucleotide binding mutants of the Walker A motif did not 

display any apparent processive movement, and were not subjected to further 

analysis in this study (these mutants are discussed more in the Discussion 

section). Single wild-type, AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q dynein molecules 

demonstrated processive movement (continuous lines in kymographs in Figure 

2A). However, the velocity of the AAA3-E/Q mutant was substantially decreased 

(4.6 ± 3.7 nm/s) compared with wild-type motors (73.9 ± 34.2 nm/s; Figure 2B). 

In contrast, AAA4-E/Q demonstrated only a modest decrease in velocity (60.6 ± 

18.9 nm/s; Figure 2B). The relative severity of these defects is reflected in the in 

vivo mutant phenotypes of these dyneins, where severe nuclear segregation 

defects are observed for the AAA3-E/Q but not the AAA4-E/Q mutant (Figure 3 

and (Reck-Peterson and Vale, 2004). These velocity decreases are similar to 

those reported for AAA3 and AAA4 Walker A mutant dynein monomers assayed 
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for microtubule gliding in vitro (Kon et al., 2004), but the results here also 

demonstrate that these mutants still retain processive behavior. 

To further evaluate processivity, run lengths were measured by kymograph 

analysis (Figure 2C). The lengths of dynein runs were exponentially distributed, 

with the exponential decay constant representing the mean run length (Block et 

al., 1990). The AAA3-E/Q mutant displayed a slight decrease in run length (1.79 

± 0.18 µm) compared with wild-type dynein (2.25 ± 0.14 µm). In contrast, AAA4-

E/Q mutants had a surprising 2-fold increase in run length (4.39 ± 0.45 µm). The 

frequency of extremely long runs (10–20 µm) further demonstrated the 

pronounced gain in processivity. 

We wished to exclude the possibility that the longer run length of AAA4-

E/Q was due to aggregation, since an aggregate might have more attachments to 

the microtubule and thereby detach less frequently. To test whether one or 

multiple dyneins are present in the moving spots, we examined their 

photobleaching behavior (Figure 4). We found that all of the moving molecules (n 

= 47, 25, and 45 for wild-type, AAA3-E/Q, and AAA4-E/Q, respectively) showed 

only one- or two-step photobleaching, as expected for single dynein dimers. 

There was no significant difference in photobleaching between wild-type and 

mutant dyneins, ruling out the possibility that protein aggregation accounts for 

the increased run length of AAA4-E/Q or decreased velocity of AAA3-E/Q. 

 

Microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity of dynein ATPase mutants 
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To better understand the single molecule behaviors of the AAA3 and AAA4 

ATP hydrolysis mutants, we measured their basal and microtubule-stimulated 

ATPase activities (Figure 5A). In accordance with velocity reductions in the single 

molecule assay, the microtubule-stimulated ATPase rates, kcat, of AAA3 and 

AAA4 mutants, were reduced 10- and 1.5-fold, respectively, compared with wild-

type dynein (Table 2). The basal ATPase rates were reduced by a similar margin. 

Thus, microtubule stimulation was comparable (3–4-fold) for the mutants and 

wild-type dynein, implying that the loss of motility in the mutants is not due to a 

lack of microtubule stimulation. In summary, these results suggest that trapping 

AAA4 and particularly AAA3 in an ATP state decreases ATP turnover at AAA1, 

the main hydrolytic site of dynein. 

The AAA3 and AAA4 mutants also exhibited a striking increase in their 

binding affinity for microtubules. A ~20-fold increase in Km,MT for microtubule-

stimulated ATPase activity was observed for AAA3-E/Q (Km,MT = 0.03 µm). 

AAA4-E/Q also exhibited a ~5-fold (Km,MT = 0.09 µm) increase in microtubule-

binding affinity, and this tighter interaction with the microtubule might explain 

the increased processivity of the AAA4-E/Q mutant. Interestingly, the relative 

increase in microtubule affinity for the AAA4-E/Q mutant appeared to be specific 

for the dimeric dynein construct. In a dynein monomer (lacking the NH2-

terminal glutathione S-transferase), the Km,MT for AAA4-E/Q (1.7 µm) and wild 

type (2.2 µm) were comparable (Figure 6 ), suggesting that the mutation may 

affect microtubule affinity by increasing coordination between the two heads of 

dynein. 
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We also determined the Km,ATP by measuring microtubule-stimulated 

ATPase activity at different ATP concentrations (Figure 5B). If ATP hydrolysis 

occurs at multiple AAA domains, we would expect the data to show a biphasic fit, 

with at least two binding constants for ATP, as was suggested motility studies 

other AAA ATPases (Hattendorf and Lindquist, 2002) and motility studies with 

mammalian dynein-dynactin complexes (Ross et al., 2006). However, our data 

were well fit by a Michaelis-Menten equation (Figure 5B), implying that a single 

nucleotide binding site dominates the ATPase reaction. In addition, we find no 

significant difference between the ATP binding affinities of wild-type and AAA 

mutant dyneins, implying that blocking ATP hydrolysis at AAA3 and AAA4 does 

not significantly affect ATP binding at AAA1. 

 

Stall forces of ATPase mutant dyneins 

We next determined whether ATP hydrolysis at AAA3 and AAA4 

contributed to the force generation of dynein. For these experiments, we bound 

wild-type and mutant green fluorescent protein-tagged dyneins to latex beads, 

which could be captured by a fixed optical trap (Figure 7A). To ensure that bead 

movements were due to a single dynein molecule, the dynein-to-bead ratio was 

adjusted so that the fraction of moving beads was <0.3 (representing a >99% 

probability that movements were due to a single molecule (Svoboda and Block, 

1994)). Dynein mutants exhibited similar behavior to wild-type dynein, moving 

the bead away from the trap center and then stalling, often for several minutes, 

under a maximum opposing load (Figure 7B). 
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Both AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q (2.6 and 3.7 pN, respectively; Figure 7C) 

exhibited lower stall forces compared with wild-type dynein (4.5 pN; p < 0.0001, 

student's t-test). These experiments show that the ATP hydrolysis mutants 

remain processive under load but fail to achieve the same stall forces as wild-type 

dynein. 

 

Nucleotide-independent force-induced movement of dynein 

Previously in the lab, it was shown that a pull from an optical trap will 

cause dynein to step processively along a microtubule in the absence of 

nucleotide (Gennerich et al., 2007). In this experiment, tension applied from the 

optical trap causes the rear dynein head to detach from the microtubule and then 

rebind to a new site further along the microtubule. We applied this assay to gauge 

the microtubule-binding affinities of AAA mutants under an applied load (Figure 

8A).  

Although ATP-driven velocity differed between wild-type, AAA3-E/Q, and 

AAA4-E/Q dyneins, all three motors behaved in an indistinguishable manner in 

this nucleotide-independent, force-driven stepping assay. The frequency (Figure 

8C) and velocity (Figure 8D) were very similar for all three dyneins at different 

applied loads. Both AAA mutants also showed the same intrinsic asymmetry to 

force-induced movement as found for wild-type dynein, with only 3 pN of force 

required to induce robust movement in the forward direction and 10 pN of force 

to induce robust movement in the backward direction (Figure 8C).	   
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This assay primarily tests the microtubule binding affinity in the apo state, 

and the results reveal that the Walker B mutations in AAA3 and AAA4 do not 

affect the microtubule-binding domain under conditions where the motor is not 

undergoing cycles of ATP hydrolysis. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Implications for the mechanism of dynein motility 

In this work, we have explored the roles of nucleotide hydrolysis at the 

dynein “regulatory” AAA domains, AAA3 and AAA4. This study differs from prior 

biochemical work on the AAA domains (Kon et al., 2004), which employed 

nonprocessive dynein monomers and mutated the Walker A motif, which is 

expected to interfere with nucleotide binding. Our results show that blocking 

nucleotide hydrolysis at AAA3 and AAA4 significantly affects motor velocity, 

processivity, and force production but not nucleotide affinity at AAA1 and 

microtubule binding affinity in the apo state. These studies provide new insight 

into how the nucleotide states of AAA3 and AAA4 can affect the main hydrolytic 

site (AAA1) and the mechanics of the motor. 

The principal consequence of blocking ATP hydrolysis at AAA4 is on 

motor processivity, resulting in a 2-fold increase in the run length. The 

processivity of molecular motors is thought to be mediated by alternating 

catalysis of the two heads (Farrell et al., 2002), resulting in hand-over-hand 

motion (Yildiz et al., 2004). A processive run is terminated when both motor 

domains simultaneously detach from the microtubule, which would be more 

likely if both heads are in a weak binding state. Here, we show that blocking ATP 

hydrolysis at the AAA4 domain increases the binding affinity for microtubules in 

the presence of ATP for the dimeric dynein construct. This higher microtubule 
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binding affinity is probably responsible for the longer run length of AAA4-E/Q, 

since the tighter interaction would likely equate to a lower probability of 

dissociation from the track. AAA3-E/Q has an even higher affinity for 

microtubules, although its run length is similar to wild-type. However, if one 

calculates mean attachment times, AAA3-E/Q is attached much longer (360 s) 

than both wild-type (30 s) and AAA4-E/Q (72 s), showing that higher 

microtubule affinity is also reflected in the motility characteristics of AAA3-E/Q. 

In previous studies, motors with increased processivity have been made by 

engineering the dimerization domain of the motor (Tomishige et al., 2002) or 

microtubule-interacting elements (Thorn et al., 2000). Our finding highlights a 

novel example where engineering an ATPase domain, which has no known 

interactions with microtubules, causes a gain-of-function in processivity.  AAA4 

could affect microtubule binding affinity either by a direct allosteric effect 

communicated through the coiled-coil stalk to the microtubule binding domain 

or by affecting the kinetic cycle of AAA1, such that the motor spends a longer time 

in nucleotide states associated with tight microtubule binding.  Further studies 

will be required to distinguish between these mechanisms. 

Our data also reveal that trapping AAA3 or AAA4 in an ATP state affects the 

catalytic and mechanical-force production activities of dynein.  This is 

particularly evident for AAA3-E/Q, which reduces the overall ATPase rate and 

movement velocity by an order of magnitude, effects that are most likely 

mediated by repressing ATP turnover at AAA1.  Previous studies have shown that 

a Walker A mutation (which interferes with nucleotide binding) in AAA3 
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similarly reduces the ATPase and microtubule gliding velocity of Dictyostelium 

dynein by ~20-fold (Kon et al., 2004). Taken together, these results suggest that 

ADP in AAA3 allows for fast nucleotide turnover in AAA1, and that apo- as well as 

ATP-states of AAA3 both decrease the ATPase activity of AAA1. 

Our data suggest a new model where ATP hydrolysis at AAA3 (and to a lesser 

extent AAA4) is important for the microtubule-stimulated activation of ATP 

hydrolysis at AAA1. However, our data presented here and prior dwell time 

analysis (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006) suggests that ATP hydrolysis at AAA3 (and 

AAA4) does not occur during every cycle of the motor. Instead, we predict that 

AAA3 and AAA4 are predominantly occupied with ADP during processive motion 

of dyein.  However, ATP hydrolysis at AAA3 could act as a gating mechanism that 

activates dynein for motility. Similar models have been postulated for p97, 

another AAA+ protein that has two ATP binding sites (D1 and D2), in which D2 is 

proposed to be the main catalytic site, while D1 is a regulatory site that only 

hydrolyzes ATP in the hexameric assembly stage (DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003; 

Huyton et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2000)  

While these and other mutagenesis studies show that the nucleotide state of 

AAA3 and AAA4 can affect the overall dynein activity, the native nucleotide state 

of AAA3 and AAA4 has yet to be determined and it is also unknown whether the 

nucleotide state changes in native dynein. Do AAA3 and AAA4 serve a 

“structural” role (perhaps continually occupied with ADP) or can their nucleotide 

states (apo/ADP/ATP) be affected by other factors (e.g. dynein associated chains, 

phosphorylation, microtubules) in a manner that allows regulation of dynein’s 
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processivity, velocity and microtubule binding properties?  In order to answer 

such questions, new tools will be needed to probe the nucleotide state of these 

AAA domains in the native dynein enzyme. 

 

Limitations of the study and future directions  

One of the main caveats of this study is that it utilizes a mutational 

approach, where specific point mutations are used in an attempt to specifically 

disrupt ATPase activity in different AAA domains of dynein. However, it is 

possible that such mutations have unintended effects such as an overall decrease 

in protein stability or an allosteric change in nucleotide affinity at other ATPase 

sites. In the case of AAA3-E/Q and AAA-4E/Q, we have indirectly shown by 

nucleotide-independent stepping in the apo state, that such effects are not 

significant. However, such effects do seem to be present in AAA nucleotide 

binding (K/A) mutants and in a double AAA3,4-E/Q mutant, where dynein seems 

to be unstable as judged by low expression levels, partial aggregation, and a lack 

of motility, prompting us to reserve any conclusions. (A methionine substitution 

rather than an alanine substitution might preserve the stability of the nucleotide 

binding pocket better, but was not tested.) In addition, we assume that the point 

mutations introduced in this study prevent nucleotide-binding or nucleotide-

hydrolysis, but we have not quantified these effects directly.  

Ultimately, to circumvent the above-mentioned limitations of mutational 

studies, it will be desirable to directly probe nucleotide binding activity of dynein. 
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One approach would be to use fluorescent nucleotides in single-molecule studies 

as has been done in dissecting the mechanochemical cycle of myosin V 

(Sakamoto et al., 2008). Although I have found that the signal-to-noise of the 

particular fluorescent nucleotide used in the myosin V studies (deac-ATP) is not 

sufficient for single- molecule imaging of dynein (in bulk, there was only a 2.5-

fold increase in signal upon dynein binding), screening of various fluorescent 

nucleotides could reveal other ideal candidates for single-molecule imaging.  

These fluorescent nucleotides in combination with the ATP binding and 

hydrolysis mutants in this study could provide information on where nucleotides 

are binding and exchanging during dynein’s mechanochemical cycle.  

Another strategy to distinguish the roles of different ATPase sites is the 

design of new ATP analogs that can selectively bind at one AAA domain, but not 

other AAA domains. Similar approaches have been used in the design of specific 

kinase inhibitors (Bishop et al., 2001).  This type of approach would require an 

atomic resolution structure of the nucleotide binding pocket, but holds promise 

considering that the AAA domains of dynein are fairly divergent.  

Finally, it should be noted that there is likely extra information that could 

be gleaned just from the mutants created in this study. FIONA (Fluorescence 

Imaging with One Nanometer Accuracy) of wild-type dynein revealed the unusual 

stepping characteristics of dynein, such as irregular step sizes and frequent 

backward and sideways steps.  It also showed a dwell time distribution that is 

best fit by a single exponential decay, an indication that a single step depends on 

a single kinetic event(Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). High-resolution microscopic 
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analysis of ATPase mutants would reveal if certain characteristics of the motor 

such as the extent of backward stepping could be correlated with the presence of 

ATP hydrolysis at AAA2-AAA4. In addition, although dwell time analysis of wild-

type dynein fitted best to a single-exponential decay at low ATP concentrations 

(of less than 5𝜇M), could it be that dynein has different modes of ATP utilization 

at higher ATP concentrations? With the availability of faster cameras and higher 

timer resolution in imaging, it might be worthwhile to compare the dwell times of 

wild-type dynein and AAA2-4 ATPase mutants at high ATP concentrations.  

In addition, the single-molecule microtubule affinity of dynein was 

indirectly measured by force-induced stepping in the optical trap. However, it is 

likely that measuring the microtubule unbinding force of a monomeric ATPase 

mutant in the optical trap will provide a more direct gauge of microtubule 

binding affinity in different nucleotide states.  
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Construction of AAA mutants of yeast cytoplasmic dynein 

All construction of dynein AAA mutants was performed by homologous 

recombination into the genomic locus of DYN1. AAA mutants used for motility 

studies were created in the background of a 331-kDa artificially dimerized 

expression construct of cytoplasmic dynein (glutathione S-transferase-

Dyn1331kDa), where the N-terminal tail region of dynein is truncated. (The specific 

genotype of this strain, VY 208, and all other mutant strains used in this study 

are listed in Table 1.) 

AAA mutations were introduced by first creating an acceptor strain with a 

K. lactis URA3 gene integrated into a specific AAA region.  The integrated URA3 

was subsequently exchanged out with a DNA fragment containing single point 

mutations that were either introduced by the QuikChange mutagenesis kit 

(Stratagene) or by stitching PCR with overlapping mutated oligos.  

 

Protein expression and purification 

Precultures of yeast were grown in 1omL YPD and 200mL YP-Raffinose, 

and subsequently induced by growth in a 2L culture of YP-Galactose. Yeast cells 

were harvested by centrifugation at an OD 600 between 2.0 and 3.0, and washed 

once with water. Harvested yeast were then resuspended in water, frozen as small 

pellets in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80∘C. 
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Lysis was performed by grinding the frozen yeast pellets to a fine powder 

in electric coffee grinders chilled with liquid nitrogen. 1mL of 5x lysis buffer  

(30mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 50mM potassium acetate, 2mM magnesium acetate, 

1mM EGTA, 2mM PMSF, 1mM DTT, 1mM MgATP) was added per 10mL of yeast 

powder and rapidly thawed in a 37∘C water bath. Thawed lysate was then cleared 

by centrifugation at 370,000 x g for 40 minutes.  

Cleared lysate was incubated with IgG sepharose (GE Healthcare) at 4∘C 

for 1-2hrs. IgG sepharose was collected in a disposable column (Bio-Rad), and 

washed 2x with lysis buffer supplemented with 300mM KCl and 10% glycerol, 

and 2x with Tev buffer (50mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 2mM 

PMSF, 1mM DTT). After washes, Tev protease was added to IgG Sepharose beads 

suspended in an equal volume of Tev buffer, and incubated at 16∘C for 1hr. 

Cleaved dynein protein was collected by spinning through a centrifugal spin 

column (Amicon).  Approximately 50% of dynein was released from the IgG 

beads, and yield was approximately 40µg per 1L culture.  

 

Protein labeling and TIRF microscopy-based motility assays 

Prior to single molecule analyses, the dynein Tev release fraction was 

further purified and fluorescently labeled by a microtubule bind and release step. 

50 µL of dynein was incubated with 2o µM Halo-tetramethylrhodamine 

(Promega) and 10 µL of 500 µg /mL taxol-stabilized microtubules at room 

temperature in the absence of ATP. This mixture was then centrifuged over a 25% 
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sucrose cushion (in 30mM HEPES (7.4), 2mM MgAcetate, 1mM EGTA, 1mM 

DTT, 20 µM taxol ) at  70,000 x g for 10min. The resulting pellet was washed 

once with cushion wash buffer (30mM HEPES (7.4), 200mM KCl, 2mM 

MgAcetate, 1mM EGTA, 10% Glycerol). Dynein was released by resuspending the 

pellet in cushion wash buffer supplemented with 5mM MgATP, and 

centrifugation at 70,000 x g for 10min. Resulting supernatant was aliquoted, 

flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80∘C for subsequent use.   

 Flow chambers were assembled with a 18mm x 18mm cover glass stuck to 

a microscope slide. After Cy5-labeled sea urchin axonemes were non-specifically 

adhered onto coverslips and blocked with 1mg/mL casein,tetramethylrhodamine-

labeled dynein diluted in dynein lysis buffer was flowed in and incubated for 

2min. Subsequently, the flow chamber was washed with dynein lysis buffer + 

casein, and motility mix of ATP, oxygen scavengers (glucose oxidase and 

catalase), and β-mercaptoethanol were added before observation.  

 Single molecules of dynein were visualized with a custom-built total 

internal reflection microscope using objective-style TIRF and an Argon laser with 

514 nm illumination at 3mW. Images were acquired with an intensified CCD 

camera. Velocities and run lengths were determined by kymograph analysis in 

ImageJ. As the termination of a run can be due to the release of a motor from its 

track, the bleaching of the fluorophore, or the motor reaching the end of the 

axoneme, the mean run length was corrected by an equation that accounts for the 

photobleaching rate and axoneme length.  
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Photobleaching assays 

 Assays were performed essentially the same as TIRF motility assays, but 

with maximal laser output, and 10 µM ATP. The intensity of fluorescent spots was 

measured by a particle tracking script written in IDL (Exelis).  

 

Microtubule-stimulated ATPase assays 

Basal and microtubule-stimulated ATPase activities were measured by the 

EnzChek phosphate assay kit (Invitrogen). Assays were performed in dynein 

motility buffer (30 mm Hepes, pH 7.4, 50 mm KAc, 2 mm Mg(Ac)2, 1 mm EGTA, 

1mM DTT) with 0–15 µm taxol-stabilized microtubules and 5–10 nM dynein. 

Reactions were initiated with the addition of MgATP to a final concentration of 

0–5 mM, and the absorbance of MESG  at 360 nm was monitored by a 

spectrophotometer at room temperature. Protein concentrations of dynein were 

determined on SDS-polyacrylamide gels stained with SYPRO-Red (Invitrogen), 

with a β-actin as a standard. 

 

Optical trapping of dynein 

All experiments were performed with a custom-built force feedback-

enhanced optical trapping microscope with a near-infrared 1064nm Nd:YVO4 

diode laser (Spectra physics) for excitation, and an Arc lamp for brightfield and 

fluorescent imaging. Carboxylated latex beads (0.92-µm diameter; Invitrogen) 
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coated with anti-green fluorescent protein antibodies were mixed with dynein in 

an assay solution containing 30 mm HEPES (pH 7.4), 50 mm KAcetate, 2 mm 

MgAcetate, 1 mm EGTA, 0.5 mg/ml casein, 4.5 mg/ml glucose, 10 mm 

dithiothreitol, and an oxygen scavenging system of glucose oxidase and catalase. 

Stall force measurements and nucleotide-dependent movement studies were 

performed with 1 mm MgATP, whereas nucleotide-independent movement 

studies were performed in the presence of 10 units/ml apyrase. Dynein-coated 

beads were flowed into a standard flow chamber with adhered 

tetramethylrhodamine-labeled sea urchin axonemes, and bead displacements 

were recorded with a quadrant photodiode at 2 kHz. Trap stiffness was calibrated 

for each trapped bead by measuring the amplitude of thermal fluctuation.   

 

Yeast nuclear segregation assay 

Yeast were grown in log phase for 1 day, then diluted to OD=0.3 into 10mL 

of YPD, and grown at 16∘C for 16hrs. Yeast cells were harvested, resuspended in 

75% ethanol, and fixed on ice for 1hr. Fixed cells were washed and resuspended in 

water, and sonicated. Cells were then resuspended in fluorescent mounting 

medium (Dak0) with 0.3𝜇g/mL DAPI stain. 
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Table 1: Description of AAA nucleotide binding and hydrolysis mutant 

constructs 

Description in this 
study 

                      
Vale lab   
yeast 
strain 
number 

Genotype 

Wild type  VY208 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-DYN1-
gsDHA:Kan 

AAA1 ATP hydrolysis 
mutant (AAA1-E/Q) 

VY546 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-
DYN1(E1849Q)-gsDHA:Kan  

AAA2 ATP binding 
mutant (AAA2-K/A) 

VY541 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-
DYN1(K2080A)-gsDHA:Kan  

AAA3 ATP hydrolysis 
mutant (AAA3-E/Q)  

VY542 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-
DYN1(E2488Q)-gsDHA:Kan	  

AAA4 ATP binding 
mutant (AAA4-K/A) 

VY547 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-
DYN1(K2766A)-gsDHA:Kan  

AAA4 ATP hydrolysis 
mutant (AAA4-E/Q) 

VY548 

MATa; his3-11,15; ura3-1; leu2-3,112; ade2-
1; trp1-1; PEP4::HIS5; PRB1D pDyn-pGAL-
ZZ-TEV-GFP-3xHA-GST-D6-
DYN1(E2819Q)-gsDHA:Kan  
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Table 2: Motility and enzymatic properties of dynein AAA mutants 

Data was collected from three independent preparations of dynein for each 

construct. Velocity (±SD) and run length (±SE) data are representative data from 

one preparation with measurements of >100 molecules. ATPase data show means 

and standard errors from three independent preparations.  
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microtubule-stimulated ATPase 
basal 

ATPase 

 
velocity 

(nm/sec) 

run length 
(𝜇m) kcat (s-1) 

Km,MT 

(𝜇M) 
Km,ATP 

(𝜇M) kcat (s-1) 

 

wild-type 73.9±34.2 2.25±0.14 14.1±0.36 0.59±0.28 26.2±0.8 3.74±0.35 

AAA3-
E/Q 4.6±3.7 1.79±0.18 1.38±0.14 0.03±0.01 23.7±0.7 0.30±0.05 

AAA4-
E/Q 60.6±18.9 4.38±0.14 10.6±0.72 0.09±0.03 25.3±2.4 3.36±0.59 
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Figure 1: Schematic and SDS-PAGE of recombinant yeast dynein AAA 

mutants  

(A) Construct schematic of AAA mutants created in a minimal S. cerevisiae 

cytoplasmic dynein that demonstrates processive motility. A glutathione-S-

transferase tag was incorporated at the NH2-terminus for the dimerization of the 

two heads of cytoplasmic dynein, while a HaloTag was fused to the COOH-

terminus for fluorescent labeling of the heads. In this paper, this construct is 

referred to as “wild-type dynein”. Highly conserved glutamate residues in the 

Walker B motif of domains AAA3 (E2488) and AAA4 (E2819) were mutated to 

glutamine to block ATP hydrolysis. (B) Coomassie blue-stained polyacrylamide 

gel of recombinant cytoplasmic dynein purified from S. cerevisiae by affinity 

purification. 330kDa-recombinant dynein is purified with minor amounts of 

26kDa-IgG from the affinity matrix.  
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Figure 2: Kymograph analysis of dynein AAA mutants 

(A) Kymographs of single-molecules of wild-type or ATP hydrolysis mutants. The 

x-axis represents the length of an axoneme, and the y-axis shows time. (B) 

Velocity histograms of wild-type and ATP hydrolysis mutants. The mean 

velocities (±SD) are 73.9±34.2 nm/sec, 4.6±3.7 nm/sec and 60.6±18.9 nm/sec 

(n= 221, 117, and 384) for wild-type, AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q, respectively. (C) 

Run length histograms of wild-type and ATP hydrolysis mutants are distributed 

in a single exponential decay (blue line). Run lengths were corrected for 

photobleaching and average axoneme length, and calculations for correct binning 

were performed as previously described (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). Run 

lengths (±SEM) are 2.25±0.14 𝜇m, 1.79±0.18 𝜇m, and 4.38±0.45 𝜇m for wild-

type, AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q, respectively.  
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Figure 3: Nuclear segregation defects of dynein AAA mutants 

Percent binucleate S. cerevisiae cells grown in log phase for 16 hr at 16°C, and 

stained with DAPI. Dividing cells with more than one nucleus were scored as 

binucleate. Data are averages from 4 independent scorings of n>100. (AAA4-K/A 

represents AAA4 Walker A mutant dynein.) 
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Figure 4: Photobleaching of tetramethylrhodamine-labeled dynein 

Fluorescence photobleaching of dynein molecules (labeled with Halo-

tetramethylrhodamine) moving along axonemes. Recombinant dynein is a two-

headed dimer, with one tetramethylrhodamine label per head. Consequently, 

most traces show two-step photobleaching (left).  Some one-step photobleaching 

is also observed (right), which is likely due to photobleaching prior to 

observation, or incomplete TMR labeling. Events of more than two-step 

photobleaching were never observed, arguing that observed spots in a TIRF field 

are single molecules. No significant difference was found between wild-type and 

AAA hydrolysis mutant dyneins. 
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Figure 5: Microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity of dimeric dynein 

AAA mutants 

(A) Microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity of wild-type and AAA mutants at 2 

mM ATP. (B) The ATP dependence of microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity 

measured with 5 𝜇M taxol-stabilized microtubules. Each dot represents the 

mean±SD from one preparation. Mean values from three preparations are 

presented in Table 1.  
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Figure 6: Microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity of monomeric 

dynein AAA mutants 

Microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity of  (A) monomeric “wild-type” Dyn331kDa  

and (B) monomeric AAA4-E/Q Dyn331kDa at 2 mM ATP. 
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Figure 7: Stall force measurements of dynein AAA mutants 

(A) Schematic representation of the fixed optical trap setup used for stall force 

measurements in this paper. (B) A representative trace of a single AAA4-E/Q 

dynein motor moving against force in a fixed optical trap at 1 mM ATP (trap 

stiffness k=0.034 pN/nm). The trace shows a long stall event of ~1 min followed 

by release, which is typical of both wild-type and mutant dynein. (C) Stall force 

distributions of wild-type and ATPase mutant dyneins. Stall forces (mean ± SD) 

are 4.5±1.3 pN (n=132), 2.6±1.2 pN (n=100), and 3.7±1.2 pN (n=115) for wild-

type, AAA3-E/Q and AAA4-E/Q, respectively. The blue line is a Gaussian fit of 

the data.   
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Figure 8: Nucleotide-independent force-induced stepping in dynein 

AAA mutants 

A) Schematic of force-induced stepping experiments. Forward force is defined as 

the direction in which dynein normally moves at zero load (towards the 

microtubule minus end).  B) Example trace of nucleotide-free, force-induced 

stepping for AAA4 mutants in a force-feedback trap with 6 pN of backward load. 

(k=0.062 pN/nm). C) Frequency of nucleotide-independent dynein movement 

after applying constant forward (-3 pN) or backward load (3, 6, 10 pN).  n>25 

molecules were tested at each force for each construct.  Movement is scored 

within a 10 sec time window of pulling on a dynein-coated bead attached to the 

microtubule. D) Velocity of force-induced dynein movement with forward (-3pN) 

or backward (6 and 10pN) load (mean±SD). Velocities at 3pN backward load 

were not measured due to the small fraction of moving motors.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Dynein is a AAA+ motor that drives many microtubule-based movements 

such as intracellular cargo transport and ciliary beating. Despite its importance in 

a wide range of biological processes, dynein remains poorly understood at the 

mechanistic level due to its sheer size and complexity. In contrast to other 

cytoskeletal motors, there is no high-resolution structure of the core motor 

domain, nor a detailed mechanochemical model of motor stepping. In order to 

begin understanding the overall organization and allostery of dynein, we have 

crystallized a ~300kDa fragment of the core motor domain of yeast cytoplasmic 

dynein. Here, we present the structure to 6 Å resolution, where α-helices are 

clearly visible. Combined with previous electron microscopy studies and 

knowledge of general AAA domain architecture, we are able to assign the 

individual domains of dynein, including the 6 AAA domains of the AAA ring, the 

mechanical element (also termed the “linker”), and the base of the “stalk”. The 

most striking feature of the dynein motor is the asymmetric arrangement of the 

AAA domains, which are oriented at different angles and have different packing 

between adjacent AAA domains.  We are also able to visualize how the linker and 

stalk integrate into the AAA ring as well as a new structural element that might 

stabilize the stalk. This new crystal structure suggests ideas for how long-range 

allosteric changes in dynein might occur, while providing new insights to how 

some AAA ATPases have evolved into asymmetric motors.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Cytoskeletal motor proteins consist of the myosin family, which move 

along actin filaments, and the kinesin and dynein families, which move along 

microtubules. These motors use a common principle to generate movement, in 

which they bind to their track, undergo a force-producing conformational change, 

release from the track, and then return to their original conformation. These 

structural changes are triggered by chemical transitions in the motor’s ATPase 

cycle (ATP binding, hydrolysis and product release).   

The force-generating cycles of kinesins and myosins are understood in 

considerable mechanistic detail. Even though they interact with different 

cytoskeletal polymers, kinesins and myosins share a common protein fold, 

reflecting their common evolutionary origin (Vale and Milligan, 2000). Dyneins, 

by contrast, are unrelated to kinesins/myosins and instead have evolved from the 

AAA+ family of ATPases (Neuwald et al., 1999). The AAA+ ATPases, which are 

present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, participate in many diverse 

functions, including protein unfolding for proteolysis, disassembly of stable 

protein complexes, and helicase activities (Tucker and Sallai, 2007). The majority 

of AAA+ ATPases self-assemble into hexameric rings that carry out the functional 

activities of these enzymes (Enemark and Joshua-Tor, 2008; Erzberger and 

Berger, 2006).  Dynein is one of two AAA+ ATPases that has six distinct AAA+ 

domains concatenated within a single polypeptide chain (the other being Rea1, an 

ATPase involved in ribosome biogenesis (Ulbrich et al., 2009)). Electron 
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microscopy studies of dynein have shown that these AAA+ domains fold into a 

ring-shaped structure similar to other AAA+ ATPases (Burgess et al., 2003; 

Roberts et al., 2009; Samso and Koonce, 2004).  

Dyneins can be divided into three major families: axonemal dyneins, 

which power the beating motion of cilia and flagella, intraflagella transport (IFT) 

dyneins, which transport cargos in the axoneme, and cytoplasmic dyneins, which 

perform most of the minus-end-directed microtubule transport (e.g. membranes, 

mRNAs, nuclei, viruses) in eukaryotic cells (Hook and Vallee, 2006; Wickstead 

and Gull, 2007).  The N-terminal third of the >500 kDa dynein heavy chain (Fig. 

1A), which differs considerably among each dynein subfamily, contains elements 

that confer oligomerization (IFT and cytoplasmic dyneins are dimers, and 

axonemal dyneins can be monomers, dimers or trimers) and binding sites for 

accessory chains and cargos. The remainder of the heavy chain contains the 

motor domain, whose sequence is conserved across the dynein family. The N-

terminal region of motor domain is termed the “linker” and has been proposed to 

serve as a mechanical element because its position shifts in different nucleotide 

states (Burgess et al., 2003; Kon et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2009). The linker is 

followed by four AAA domains (AAA1-4) that contain functional nucleotide 

binding sites. ATP hydrolysis at AAA1 is essential for motility, while roles of 

nucleotide binding/hydrolysis at AAA2-4 are less clear but appear to influence 

motility (Cho et al., 2008; Kon et al., 2004a; Reck-Peterson and Vale, 2004). 

AAA5 and AAA6 have lost their conserved nucleotide binding sites and may serve 

a structural role (Neuwald et al., 1999). Unlike kinesin and myosin where the 
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polymer and nucleotide binding sites are in close proximity, dynein binds to 

microtubules through a small globular domain at the end of a 15 nm long anti-

parallel coiled coil stalk that emerges between AAA4 and AAA5 (Carter et al., 

2008; Gee et al., 1997; Koonce, 1997)(Fig. 1A). Since microtubule binding 

stimulates ATP turnover at AAA1 and the nucleotide state of AAA1 affects 

microtubule binding affinity, allosteric changes must be communicated over very 

long distances within the motor domain. 

In comparison to kinesin and myosin, dynein’s mechanism of motility is 

poorly understood, in part because of the lack of high resolution structural 

information. Here, we present the first crystal structure of the dynein motor 

domain, here in the context of a 610 kDa dimer of two motor domains. Our 6 Å 

resolution electron density map is sufficient to see individual a-helices and, based 

upon similarities to other AAA+ proteins, to generate a model for the connectivity 

of most secondary structure elements. The structure is the most asymmetric of 

any ring-shaped AAA+ enzyme solved to date. The structure also reveals how the 

mechanical linker interacts with the AAA ring, has uncovered an unexpected 

interaction between two coiled coils emerging from the ring, and hints at how 

conformational changes might be transmitted across the motor domain. 
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RESULTS 

 

Construction, preparation, and purification of the dynein motor domain 

In order to increase the probability of crystallization, we chose to define a 

minimal motor domain construct that was compact and monodisperse. Previous 

work in the lab had already defined a minimal motor domain at the N-terminal 

tail (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006a, b), and we further investigated the effect of 

truncations and coiled coil alignment at the stalk in many constructs (refer to 

“Experimental Procedures”).  

Recombinant S. cerevisiae cytoplasmic dynein in yeast was expressed as 

described earlier (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006a, b), but the amount of starting 

material was increased approximately 25-fold by using fed-batch fermentation 

(see “Experimental Procedures”). Of the many constructs that were tried, a 

truncated motor domain (Figure 2B) that was fused to glutathione S-transferase 

produced small crystals in a sparse matrix screen. With the exception of the 

removal of the microtubule binding domain, this GST fusion corresponds to a 

previously characterized dimeric motor (GST-Dyn1314kD) that moves processively 

and at similar velocities to wild-type yeast dynein holoenzyme (Reck-Peterson et 

al., 2006b). 

 

Crystallization and structure determination 
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Diffracting crystals were produced by optimizing buffer conditions and 

using microbatch seeding at 4o C. The unit cell dimensions are 174 x 119 x 203 Å 

with a P21 space group (see Table 1 for crystallographic information and 

statistics). To obtain phases, polytungsten clusters (W12) were incorporated into 

crystals by soaking.  Phases were determined to 8 Å by two wavelength 

multiwavelength anomalous diffraction and extended to 6 Å by solvent flattening. 

The experimental phase information produced an interpretable electron density 

map with two motor domains dimerized through GST in the asymmetric unit. 

Model building was aided by both the high α-helical content of the dynein motor 

domain and the conserved structures of AAA domains, as described in more 

detail below. Rigid body refinement was carried out using CNS, which resulted in 

an R and Rfree of 42.5% and 41.9% respectively. In the electron density map, 

individual α-helices could be easily identified as well as densities of β-sheets 

(Figure 1A and B). 

 

Structural overview 

The overall view of the electron density map (Figure 1A) shows a ring-

shaped structure with a central hole; viewed from the top, the ring is somewhat 

asymmetric with a curved side and a more flattened side (Figure 2C). The overall 

appearance bears a striking similarity with negatively stained EM images of inner 

arm axonemal dynein from Chlamydomonas (Burgess et al., 2003) and a 

cytoplasmic dynein motor domain from Dictyostelium (Roberts et al., 2009) 

(Figure 3). The linker arches over the center of the AAA ring (the linker side is 
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herein referred to as the “top” of the ring) (Figure 2C and D). In prior EM images, 

it was thought that the linker might wrap around the top of the ring (Burgess et 

al., 2003), but the crystal structure clearly shows that the two ends of the linker 

contact the ring and the central portion bows well above the central cavity like the 

handle of a basket. The two contact points of the linker, adjacent to the base of 

stalk and across the ring by AAA1, are consistent with the EM images of dynein in 

the nucleotide free state (Roberts et al., 2009)(Figure 3). Two coiled-coils extend 

from the ring (Figure 2C and D); one which corresponds to the “stalk” that 

extends to the MTBD. The second coiled coil (which we term the “buttress”) is 

predicted in the sequence (Serohijos et al., 2006). While previously 

uncharacterized, it might correspond to the side of a triangular structure that has 

been visualized in a subset of the EM images (Figure 3).  

The C-terminal domain, which resides after the six AAA domains, lies on 

the side of the ring opposite from the linker (Figure 2D).  The final helix in the C-

terminal domain stretches out from AAA6 and runs across the bottom of AAA5 to 

end up close to the base of the stalk (Figure 4), in agreement with the position 

mapped by a combined tagging and EM study (Roberts et al., 2009)(Figure 3).  In 

yeast dynein, the C-terminal domain is small (70 a.a.) but in most other dyneins, 

it continues for an additional ~300 a.a. which have been predicted to form a 

domain that reaches back toward AAA6 (Roberts et al., 2009). 

The GST molecule, which dimerizes the two motor domains, resides 

between the rings, although the electron density is weak, mostly likely due to its 

higher mobility. Following the two-fold symmetry in the GST molecule, the two 
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dynein motor domains are related by a pseudo-two-fold symmetry, such that the 

top faces of the AAA rings appose each other and the stalk domains point in 

opposite directions (Figure 2E).  The presence of the linker domain makes it 

unlikely that the two AAA rings can directly stack on each other, as has been 

observed in other AAA proteins (Davies et al., 2008). The C-terminus of the GST 

is positioned very close (~15 Å) to the point of contact between the linker with the 

AAA ring, which places constraints on how the two motor domains can orient 

with respect to each other as will be discussed later.  

 

Structure and assignment of the AAA domains 

The six AAA domains can be easily identified in the electron density map. 

AAA+ proteins share a similar protein fold composed of an α/β “large” domain, 

which contains the nucleotide binding Walker A and B motifs, and a helical 

bundle “small domain” that extends from the C-terminus of the large domain 

(Figure 5B). The large domain is characterized by a parallel 5-strand b-sheet 

surrounded by two a-helices on one face (H0 and H1) and three (H2, H3, H4) on 

the opposite face; the connectivity of these secondary structural elements is the 

same for all AAA+ proteins, although some different subclasses of AAA+ proteins 

contain unique insertions to this core structure (Erzberger and Berger, 2006). In 

our map, characteristic patterns of electron densities for 6 large domains can be 

found in both motor domains, with fives helices (H0-H4) in similar positions and 

orientations to other AAA+ proteins (all six large domains are shown in Figure 

6.). Some of the AAA domains also show additional insertions of helices or 
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hairpin loops to the basic 5 helix structure (Figure 5C). Although individual beta 

strands are difficult to identify, a diffuse electron density in the position and 

orientation expected for the AAA β-sheet is observed (Figure 1B and 5D). Adding 

further confidence to our assignment of the large domains, H0 and H1 in the six 

AAA domains are positioned towards the exterior of the ring, as in other 

hexameric AAA+ proteins.   

The dynein AAA small domains, which form the bottom of the ring, all 

show a similar pattern of 5 helices (H5-9)(Figure 5E; all small domains shown in 

Figure 7A). As will be discussed later, the stalk and buttress coiled coils are 

extensions of small domain helices (Figure 7C). Well-ordered loops connecting 

some pairs of helices can be found, which allows us to establish the connectivity 

of the five helices. The general placement of the small domains in the ring and the 

positions and connectivites of H5-8 are similar to NSF (Figure 7B) and several 

other AAA proteins. Dynein evolved a fifth helix (H9) at the bottom of the small 

domain, which helps to connect the small domain of one AAA domain to the large 

domain of the neighboring AAA in the polypeptide chain. In contrast to an earlier 

suggestion (Erzberger and Berger, 2006), the “extra” helix in dynein is at the C-

terminus rather than the N-terminus of the small domain and thus the small 

domain architecture is not similar to the BchI subclass of AAA+ proteins.  

 Several pieces of information allow us to assign AAA1-6 within the 

electron density map.  First, we could compare our structure to prior electron 

micrographs of the cytoplasmic motor domain of Dictyostelium, in which the 

positions of different AAA domains, the linker and the C-terminus were marked 

with GFP tags (Roberts et al., 2009). The apo form of dynein seen by EM is 
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striking similar to our crystal structure (Figure 3A and B), and the N-terminus of 

the linker and the stalk base create fiducial marks that allow the two to be 

aligned. When thus aligned, AAA1 is positioned across the ring, placing the N-

terminus of AAA1 in close proximity to the C-terminal of the linker, as required.   

The AAA2 small domain, due to it longer helices (Figure 7), is observed as a 

“bump” protruding out of the ring in both the EM and the crystal structure 

(Figure 3). This allows the direction of the AAA domains to be assigned, which 

also agrees with other markers (e.g. positions of AAA5 and 6 small domains 

(Figure 3)). In the EM study, however, the linker was assigned to the opposite site 

of the ring from our crystal structure, which likely was due to insufficient three-

dimensional discrimination from the negative stain images.   

Important further evidence for assigning the AAA domains comes from 

helical/loop insertions to the canonical large domain AAA structure, which create 

unique signatures for each AAA domain. AAA1, AAA2, AAA3, and AAA5 have β-

hairpin insertions between H3 and β4, a feature that is found in a subset of other 

AAA+ proteins (Erzberger and Berger, 2006).  AAA2 has an additional β-hairpin 

insertion in H2; the combination of β-hairpin inserts in H2 and H3 is found in 

NtrC (Rappas et al., 2005) and BchI (Fodje et al., 2001) but few other AAA+ 

proteins. AAA4 also has a unique insertion of a pair of helices that extend from 

H3 and β4. In our maps, electron densities that correspond to these unique 

insertions can be observed (Figure 5D). Additionally, an extra “N-terminal” helix 

that packs against H0 and H1, as observed in some other AAA+ proteins such as 

ClpX (Figure 6C), is suggested from the dynein secondary structure prediction of 
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AAA2-5 and observed in the electron density maps. Thus, collectively, these 

insertion “fingerprints” support the assignment of AAA1-6 as shown in Fig. 5A.  

When viewed from the top, the small domains are located clockwise of 

each large domain, which as is true of many other AAA+ ATPases such as ClpX 

(Glynn et al., 2009) and HslU (Bochtler et al., 2000). The AAA small domain 

assignment places the stalk and buttress coiled coils within the small domains of 

AAA4 and AAA5 respectively, which agrees with their position in the sequence. In 

addition, and as discussed earlier, secondary structure predictions indicate that 

H5-8 in the AAA2 small domain are longer than in other AAA domains, which is 

seen in the electron density map. As is true for the large domains, AAA1 and 3 are 

the most similar to one another of the six domains. 

 To further validate our assignment, we obtained information on 

methionine positions using selenomethionine (SeMet). SeMet was incorporated 

into our yeast-expressed dynein to 64% occupancy, using a modification of 

previously described methods (Bushnell et al., 2001) (See “Experimental 

Procedures”). Although our 8 Å SeMet data was not sufficient to calculate phases, 

we were able to combine it with our experimentally determined phases to 

generate an anomalous difference Fourier density map in which we could 

tentatively locate 63 of the 128 methionines (peaks at >3.5 σ) of the dynein dimer 

(Figure 8A and 9). Although only four sites (out of 18 methionines) were 

observed in the poorly ordered GST molecule (Figure 8B), their locations 

corresponded exactly to known methionine positions which gave us confidence in 

the usefulness of the data. Within the dynein motor domain, 44 sites were in 

similar locations in each motor domain (22 in each monomer), while the 
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remaining 15 sites were only observed in one of the two motor domains. While 

some of these peaks corresponded to predicted SeMet locations (Figure 8C), in 

most cases it was not possible to align the SeMet peaks with great accuracy due to 

the resolution of the map and lack of side chain information.  However, we could 

count the number of SeMet peaks in each of the large or small AAA domains and 

determine if they were consistent with our assignment. In the assignment shown 

in Figure 5A, the number of SeMet peaks was equal to or less than that expected 

from the dynein sequence (Figure 9).  On the other hand, if the AAA assignment 

was shifted by one in either the clockwise or counterclockwise direction, then 

mismatches occurred, in which there were more SetMet peaks in a domain than 

would be predicted from the sequence (Figure 9). Thus, the SeMet data, the 

positions of unique insertions and agreement with prior EM mapping all support 

the AAA assignment shown in Figure 5A.  Interestingly, AAA1 and AAA3, the two 

most important ATPase domains for motility, are the most similar to one another 

in the structure of the large and small domains.  

 

AAA domain packing interactions dictate asymmetric ring assembly 

The arrangement of AAA domains around the motor domain ring is 

strikingly asymmetric, much more so than any crystal structure for an AAA+ 

hexameric solved to date. Viewed from the side, the ring is non-planar, with 

AAA1 and AAA5 being shifted up, creating contact surfaces for the linker that 

spans across the top. Viewed from the top of the ring, larger gaps are evident 

between the large domains of AAA1 and AAA2 and between AAA5 and AAA6 
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(Figure 10B). The orientations of the AAA large domain also differ from one 

another, as can be seen from the angle of the beta sheets (Figure 10A). Two major 

factors determine the positions of the AAA domains.  First, as noted for other 

AAA proteins (Bochtler et al., 2000; Glynn et al., 2009), a flexible linker between 

β5 of the large domain and H5 of the small domain allows for rigid body rotations 

between these the large and small domains (Figure 10C). The most divergent 

angles between the small and large domains are found for AAA5 and AAA6.  

Second, the small domains all pack rigidly and in a similar orientation against the 

large domains of the neighboring AAA (e.g. AAA1 small against AAA2 large) 

(Figure 10D and 11), as was also noted for ClpX (Glynn et al., 2009). Thus, 

AAA(n)small-AAA(n+1)large behave as rigid “units” that can move relative to one 

by rotations about the joint between large and small subdomains within a AAA 

domain. 

Hexameric AAA+ enzymes bind ATP between adjacent AAA subunits, with 

the clockwise neighbor contributing residues that promote nucleotide hydrolysis 

(Enemark and Joshua-Tor, 2008; Erzberger and Berger, 2006).    In other AAA+ 

proteins, the close apposition of large domains is associated with state 

compatible with nucleotide binding and hydrolysis (Enemark and Joshua-Tor, 

2006; Thomsen and Berger, 2009), while a greater separation is associated with 

a nucleotide-free or “apo” state (Gai et al., 2004; Glynn et al., 2009). In dynein, 

mutagenesis studies suggest that AAA3 can bind and hydrolyze ATP (Kon et al., 

2004b). While we cannot ascertain whether there is nucleotide bound to AAA3 at 

the current resolution, AAA3 and AAA4 are positioned in a similar “closed” 

conformation to the interface of the nucleotide-bound subunits in the ClpX 
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hexameric ring  (Figure 10E and 14A) (Glynn et al., 2009). On the other hand, 

AAA1, the main hydrolytic site of dynein, is separated by a large distance from 

AAA2, which is more similar to the interface of the nucleotide-free subunits in 

ClpX (Figure 1oF and 14A)(Glynn et al., 2009). The conformation of AAA1-AAA2, 

combined with the fact that we crystallized dynein in a nucleotide-free buffer, 

makes it likely that AAA1 is in an apo state. As will be discussed later, ATP 

binding may close the gap between AAA1 and AAA2 and help to trigger other 

conformational changes in the dynein ring.  

 

Structure of the linker domain 

The linker is a predominantly α-helical structure that arches over the large 

domain face of the AAA ring like a basket handle (Figure 12). Although there is 

still some ambiguity in the overall connectivity of the helices that compose the 

bulk of the linker, it appears to be composed of four subdomains. Subdomains 1 

and 2 contain antiparallel triple helical bundles that resemble spectrin repeats 

(Grum et al., 1999); spectrin repeats  generally exist as modular units within long 

structures of high elasticity. Subdomain 3 is a less defined parallel helical 

structure, which has particularly weak electron density. This suggests that the 

middle region of the linker, particularly the juncture of subdomain 2 and 3, might 

serve as a hinge where the linker can bend. Subdomain 4 at the C-terminus is a 

five-helix bundle that contains two unique helices that lie perpendicular to the 

main axis of the linker.  
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Contrary to earlier suggestions that the linker stacks on top of the ring, the 

crystal structures show that the linker makes limited contacts with the ring only 

at its terminal portions (Figure 12). At its C-terminus, subdomain 4 of the linker 

has extensive interactions with both the large and small domains of AAA1 as well 

as part of the small domain of AAA6. This extensive interface is suggestive of a 

relatively stable interaction. At the N-terminus, the linker subdomain 1 seems to 

interact with AAA5 H2 and H3-S4 β-hairpin insert, although the interactions 

appear more tenuous compared to the other end of the linker. This is consistent 

with electron microscopy studies indicating that tail-AAA ring contacts are 

broken during the ATPase cycle to enable the linker to adopt a pre-power stroke 

state (Roberts et al., 2009).  

 

Structure of the stalk and buttress 

In addition to the stalk coiled coil, our crystal structure revealed a second 

anti-parallel coiled coil that emerges from the AAA5 small domain (Figure 7 and 

13A). This second coiled coil, which corresponds to a region of strong coiled coil 

prediction (Serohijos et al., 2006), likely corresponds to a bridging structure 

noted in some negative stain EM images of dynein (Figure 3), although it was 

then assumed to be part of the stalk rejoining the AAA ring (Roberts et al., 2009). 

Strikingly, the AAA5 coiled coil extends towards and makes contact with the stalk 

(Figure 13B). Based upon the position of overlap and length of the helices, we 

postulate that a highly conserved tryptophan in CC2 and a glycine in CC1 of the 

stalk (Carter et al., 2008) are positioned in the region of overlap with the AAA5 
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coiled coil. We have named the AAA5 coiled coil the “buttress”, since it appears to 

play some type of role in supporting the stalk.   

The stalk and buttress coiled coils are extensions of helices in the small 

domains of AAA4 and 5 respectively, somewhat analogous to the insertion of an 

anti-parallel coiled coil in the small domains of ClpB and Hsp104 (Doyle and 

Wickner, 2009). The two helices (CC1 and CC2) of the stalk coiled coil are 

extensions of the AAA4 helices H7 and H8 respectively, while the buttress coiled 

coil is an extension of AAA5 helices H5 and H6 (Figure 13C). The stalk and the 

buttress both possess a kink close to their junctions with the core small domain 

that causes their direction to deviate from that of the small domain helices and 

hence allow the two structures to interact.  

The interaction between the stalk and the buttress provide new ideas for 

how the microtubule binding domain (MTBD) at the end of the stalk might be 

regulated by the AAA ring. Previous work has suggested that the two helices (CC1, 

CC2) in the stalk coiled coil might slide relative to one another, undergoing a 

half-heptad shift in different nucleotide states; this sliding would propagate ~10 

nm to the MTBD and influence its polymer binding affinity (Carter et al., 2008; 

Gibbons et al., 2005; Kon et al., 2009).  Previous work suggested CC1 might be 

pulled relative to a stationary CC2 from its base (Carter et al., 2008). However, 

since CC1 and CC2 merge into the well-packed helices of the AAA4 small domain 

helices, it is unlikely that either helix can move at their base. But the presence of 

the buttress suggests another possibility. Rigid body motions between AAA 

domains (e.g. between AAA4 and 5) are likely to occur in different nucleotide 
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states, as discussed below. Such motions would not affect the stalk structure, 

unless there is some way to convey rigid motions between AAA domains to shear 

motions between the helices of the stalk coiled coil. We speculate that the 

buttress serves this role by contacting the stalk and acting as bridge that can relay 

motions between AAA4 and AAA5 large domains to the movements between the 

two stalk helices.   
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DISCUSSION 

 

Allosteric communication mechanism of dynein  

For dynein to function as a motor protein, nucleotide transitions at AAA1 

(the main ATP hydrolytic site) must be conveyed to the linker and distant MTBD.  

The unexpected large gap between the AAA1 and AAA2 (Figure 14B)  provides a 

clue as to how such long-range allosteric communication might take place. In 

AAA+ proteins, ATP binds at the interface between adjacent AAA subunits, with 

each subunit contributing to nucleotide binding and hydrolysis (Enemark and 

Joshua-Tor, 2008; Erzberger and Berger, 2006; Tucker and Sallai, 2007). As 

described earlier, for nucleotide to bind and be hydrolyzed at AAA1, the AAA1 

and AAA2 large domains must move towards one another producing a “closed 

conformation” similar to that of AAA3-AAA4 and active nucleotide hydrolyzing 

sites of other AAA+ proteins.  Nucleotide binding would provide the energy that 

drives the closure of AAA1-AAA2, similar to the closing of the pocket that has 

been observed between the apo and nucleotide-bound states in the F1-ATPase 

(Abrahams et al., 1994; Wang and Oster, 1998). 

Closure of the AAA1-AAA2 gap by nucleotide binding could trigger a 

conformational change that propagates around the ring to reach AAA5 

large/AAA4 small domain “unit”.  We speculate that this could be achieved by a 

“domino effect”, in which the closure of the AAA1-AAA2 gap  could induce the 

motions of adjacent rigid “units” (AAA2s/AAA3L, AAA3s/AAA4L and 
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AAA4sAAA5L) (Figure 14C),. Any movement in this last unit (AAA4s/AAA5L) 

will have the combined effect of applying tension to the binding interface 

between the stalk with the buttress as well as between the linker and the AAA5 

large domain. We favor this direction of conformational change propagation for 

two reasons. First, one can envision how nucleotide occupancy at AAA2, 3 or 4 

might subtly change the positions of these domains and thus affect the 

“transmission” of the conformational change between AAA1 and AAA4s/AAA5L. 

Second, AAA domains on the other side of the ring (AAA5 and 6) do not bind 

nucleotide and appear to be more rigidly interlocked, since the C-terminal helices 

run along the bottom of the ring bridging AAA6L to AAA5s (Figure 4).  

Important consequences of ATP-induced rigid body movements of AAA 

domains are a likely conformational change in the stalk (discussed earlier) and 

the detachment of the linker from its contact with AAA5L, which has been 

observed by electron microscopy (Roberts et al., 2009). The fate of the linker 

after its detachment remains unknown. The H2 and H3-β4 inserts that lie on top 

of the large domains in AAA2, AAA3 and AAA4 might provide secondary docking 

sites for the linker. Indeed, comparable inserts provide binding sites for the 

AAA+ helicase RuvB with RuvA (Yamada et al., 2002) and the AAA+ 

transcriptional activator PspF with the s54 subunit of RNA polymerase (Rappas et 

al., 2005) (Figure 15). Alternatively, once detached from AAA5, the linker might 

be mobile as has been suggested by positional variation seen by EM (Roberts et 

al., 2009). Similar to the conformational change in the neck linker of kinesin 

(Vale and Milligan, 2000), a transition of the dynein linker from a 
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detached/weakly bound “pre-power stroke” state to strongly, AAA5-docked 

“post-power stroke” state (Roberts et al., 2009) may constitute part of the 

mechanism for producing unidirectional motion, as discussed further in the next 

section. 

 

Interaction of the dynein dimer with microtubules 

Our structure of a GST-dimerized dynein provides insights and raises new 

questions of how cytoplasmic dynein binds to and moves along a microtubule. To 

move processively, myosin V, myosin VI and kinesin bind with both motor 

domains (“heads”) to their tracks, at least for some portion of their motility cycles 

(Gennerich and Vale, 2009; Kodera et al.). To enable simultaneous microtubule 

binding of both MTBDs, the two dynein motor domains must rearrange 

substantially from the conformation found in our crystal. Generating a two-head-

bound microtubule intermediate cannot be achieved simply by a rotation around 

GST-linker boundary. Moreover, the possible ways to position the two heads on 

the microtubule are constrained by a “short leash” between the GST and the 

motor domains. However, by detaching the linker from the rear head and 

wrapping the GST around one of the motor domains, we have generated a model 

of what a two-head-bound intermediate might look like structure (See Chapter 3 

Figure 3A). In this model, the rings are positioned side-by-side, rather than back-

to-front, thus allowing dynein’s MTBDs to bind to neighbouring protofilaments. 
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The two-head-bound model raises questions of how the rear MTBD 

advances past the front MTBD as dynein steps along the microtubule (Reck-

Peterson et al., 2006b). Redocking of the linker in the front head, after the rear 

head dissociates, could cause the rear head to move as a rigid unit past the front 

head. However, in addition to linker docking, it is also possible that the ring 

rotates or the stalk-ring angle changes such that that MTBD swings forward and 

is able to more easily rebind to new tubulin binding site towards the microtubule 

minus end. Further information on the relative positions of the ring, 

stalk/MTBD, and linker in different nucleotide states will help to resolve the 

sequence of conformational changes that occur as cytoplasmic dynein steps along 

the microtubule. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Design and screening of cytoplasmic dynein motor domain constructs from yeast   

The genomic copy of the S. cerevisiae dynein gene was modified by 

homologous recombination as described in Chapter 1. Briefly, a strong inducible 

galactose promoter (Pgal), a tandem proteinA (ZZ) affinity tag, a Tev protease site 

and glutathione-S-transferase (GST) tag were introduced at the N-terminus of a 

truncated Dyn1 gene at a position (aa 1364, also described as “D4.6” in Vale lab 

records) previously reported as the Dyn1314kD truncation (Reck-Peterson et al., 

2006b). The GST-Dyn1314kD fusion protein was previously shown to be capable of 

single molecule processive motility at velocities similar to wild type dynein. We 

also truncated the dynein stalk at residues 3039 and 3291 (removing the 

microtubule binding domain (MTBD) and proximal two thirds of the stalk) and 

replaced the intervening sequence with a short peptide (PKAPPEEKEA) from the 

distal tip of the anti-parallel coiled coil in seryl-tRNA synthetase as a cap for the 

proximal part of the stalk coiled coil. 

After the production of constructs with various combinations of 

dimerization tags, tail length, stalk length, and stalk alignment (of CC1 and CC2), 

each construct was grown in a 2L flask, purified, and tested for expression levels 

and stability by small-scale gel filtration on the SMART FPLC and differential 

scanning fluorimetry. Promising constructs were subsequently grown on a large-

scale by fed-batch fermentation.   
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Growth and fed-batch fermentation of yeast 

 The expression levels of dynein from a single genomic copy was relatively 

low from flasks growth of yeast, necessitating fed-batch fermentation which 

allows yeast to grow to very high densities (200 g/L or an OD600 of ~200). By 

feeding yeast at a slow and exponentially increasing rate with a sugar/nutrient 

solution, the growth rate is controlled by the rate of feeding and toxic substances 

that slow growth are unable to accumulate.   

A 500 ml starter culture of yeast in YPD and 600 ml of Batch media were 

added to 5.5 l sterilized water in a 15L Sartorius Biostat C fermentor. Batch 

media: 30 g glucose, 100 g NH4SO4, 60 g KH2PO4, 10 g MgSO4, 12mL trace 

element solution, 12mL vitamin solution in 600 ml water. Vitamin solution: 0.05 

g d-biotin, 1g Ca D(+)-panthotenate, 1g nicotinic acid, 25g myo-inositol, 1 g 

thiamine hydrochloride, 1 g pyridoxol hydrochloride, 0.2 g p-amino benzoic acid, 

made up to 1 l of with water. Trace element solution: 15 g EDTA, 4.5 g ZnSO4 , 1 g 

MnCl2, 0.3 g CoCl2, 0.3 g CuSO4, 0.4 g Na2MoO4, 4.5 g CaCl2, 3 g FeSO4, 1 g boric 

acid, 0.1 g KI (made up to 1 l with water).   

The culture was grown overnight until all glucose was consumed, as 

indicated by the dissolved oxygen level returning to 100% saturation. At this 

point, feeding was started with a 40% glucose feed solution (400 g glucose, 10 g 

NH4SO4, 6 g KH2PO4, 1 g MgSO4, 10 g casamino acids, 20 ml trace element 

solution, 20 ml vitamin solution per liter). The rate at which feed is pumped into 

the fermentor was increased exponentially over the course of the growth so as to 

maintain a growth rate of ~0.125 hr-1. The pump rate at different time points was 

entered into the fermentor control and after being calculated on a spreadsheet 
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(Burns et al.). Values used in the calculation were a biomass/substrate yield 

(Yx/s) of 0.45, an initial culture volume (Vi) of 6.5 litres, an initial biomass 

concentration (Xt) of 1.54 g cells/l as well as the calibrated pump flow rate. 

After 24 hr, the feed solution was switched from containing 40% glucose, 

to 25% glucose/15% galactose.  After a further 2 hr, the feed was switched again 

into 40% galactose and feeding continued for 4 hr to allow for induction of the 

dynein construct from the Gal promoter.  At the end of the growth, the yeast was 

harvested (yield was 250g yeast/L of culture) via centrifugation, washed and 

resuspended in deionized water, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80∘C.  

 

Selenomethionine incorporation 

Selenomethionine was incorporated into the protein using a modification 

of a previously published protocol (Bushnell et al., 2001).  Approximately 2 kg of 

yeast was grown up by fed batch fermentation in a 15L Sartorius Biostat C 

fermentor using only glucose in the feed media.  Following harvesting and 

washing, these yeast were used to inoculate a 75 L fermentor containing a media 

with the following components:  0.01 mg/ml inositol, 0.09 mg/ml adenine 

sulfate, uracil, L-tryptophan, L-histidine-HCl, L-arginine-HCL, L-tyrosine, L-

leucine, L-isoleucine, L-lysine, 0.12 mg/ml cysteine, 0.15 mg/ml L-phenylalanine, 

0.2 mg/ml L-proline, L-alanine, 0.3 mg/ml L-glutamic acid, L-aspartic acid, L-

glutamine, succinic acid, 0.34 mg/ml thiamine, 0.45 mg/ml L-valine, 0.6 mg/ml 

L-threonine, 1.2 mg/ml L-serine (prepared as a 10x stock and filtered), 1.34% 
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yeast nitrogen base and 2% galactose.  Growth was continued for 24 hr before 

harvesting. 

Selenomethionine-incorporated protein was purified identically as native 

protein, but with 5mM DTT throughout the purification. The rate of 

selenomethionine incorporation was analyzed by total amino acid analysis by the 

Keck AAA and Protein Sequencing Center at Yale University.  

 

Protein Purification 

Cells were lyzed by grinding in a Waring blender. 1 L (dry volume) of yeast 

powder was thawed in 400 ml of 2.5x lysis buffer (75 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 125 mM 

K-acetate, 5 mg Mg-acetate, 2.5 mM EGTA, 0.25 mM ATP, 2.5 mM DTT, 5 mM 

PMSF) in a 37o water bath.  The lysate was cleared by a low speed spin (12,000 

xg, 10min) followed by a higher speed centrifugation (240,000xg, 2hrs). After 

adding 0.2% NP-40, the cleared lysate was then flowed over a 10 ml IgG 

Sepharose (GE Healthcare) column using a peristaltic pump. After loading, the 

beads were washed extensively in high salt buffer (30 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 50 mM 

K-acetate, 300 mM KCl, 2 mM Mg-acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM 

DTT, 0.1 mM ATP) and then exchanged into Tev protease cleavage buffer (50 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 150 mM K-acetate, 2 mM Mg-acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% 

glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM ATP). 50 ml of 4 mg/ml Tev protease was added and 

incubated with IgG sepharose beads overnight at 4o C. The cleaved protein was 

recovered, concentrated and run on a Superose 6 gel filtration column 

equilibrated in gel filtration buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 100 mM K-acetate, 2 
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mM Mg-acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT).  A typical yield is about 

1.5 mg of protein. 

 

Crystallization and crystal preparation  

Native crystals were grown using 10-26% PEG-3350, 0.1 M sodium citrate 

pH 5.7, 0.2 M ammonium sulfate by the hanging drop method. In order to 

produce single crystals, it was necessary to use microbatch seeding, in which 

crystals were resuspended in 15% PEG3350, 0.1 M sodium citrate pH 5.7, 0.2 M 

ammonium sulfate and pulverized with a seed bead (Hampton Research). Serial 

dilutions from this stock were prepared in the same buffer and 0.5 𝜇l of seed 

stock was added to 1 𝜇l of protein (6 mg/ml) and equilibrated over a reservoir 

solution (10-26% PEG-3350, 0.1 M sodium citrate pH 5.7, 0.2 M ammonium 

sulfate) at 4°C. Native crystals were soaked in a cryo-protectant solution (20% 

PEG3350, 0.1 M sodium citrate pH 5.7, 0.2 ammonium sulfate, 15% glycerol) and 

plunge-frozen in liquid nitrogen.  

For tungsten derivative crystals, crystals were transferred to 5 mM sodium 

polytungstate (W12 cluster) in cryo-protectant, back soaked in cryo-protectant 

alone for 10 min, and then plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen. Selenomethionine-

derivitave crystals were grown by the same method as native crystals, with native 

seeds.  

 

Crystallographic data collection and processing 
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All data were collected at beamline 8.3.1 of the Advanced Light Source at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Native data were collected from two 

different crystals and scaled together using HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 

1997) to produce a 3.8 Å data set. The crystal displayed a P21 space group, with a 

unit cell (174 x 119 x 203 Å) containing one dynein dimer and had a solvent 

content of 65%.  Data were converted to structure factor amplitudes using 

TRUNCATE in the CCP4 suite. Final data processing statistics are shown in Table 

1. 

For the sodium polytungstate (W12 cluster) derivative crystals, data were 

collected at two wavelengths, one between the peak and inflection point and a 

second at a high energy remote wavelength using an inverse beam collection 

strategy. Data were scaled together from 5 individual crystals to produce a highly 

redundant dataset to 8Å. The positions of four tungsten clusters were found using 

Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). Initial 8Å maps showed rods of density 

corresponding to α-helices. Maps were subsequently improved by solvent 

flattening and phase extension carried out to the limit of the native dataset using 

the program Resolve (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999).  Solvent flattening 

improved the smoothness and continuity of densities in the map, revealed more 

connections between helices, and clarified the presence of density for the beta 

sheets. No further improvement of the map was achieved by NCS averaging, 

multicrystal averaging, or adding in more, weaker W12 sites that were found by 

anomalous difference Fourier analysis. Following the analysis reported for the 5 

Å structure of fungal fatty acid synthase (Jenni et al., 2006), we estimate that the 
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phases have been extended to between 5-6 Å based on the appearance of helices 

and beta sheets in the electron density map. The lack of a visible twist in helical 

densities (~4.5Å) also is consistent of the map being in the 5-6 Å range. The 

higher resolution native data (< 6Å) did not improve our experimental maps, 

largely because we lacked experimental phases below 8Å. Ultimately, 

experimental phases at higher resolution will be required to improve map to the 

resolution limit of the native data set. 

 

Model building and validation 

A first inspection of the maps from phase extension revealed the presence 

of two ring structures (AAA domains) each with an α-helical domain stretching 

across it (linker), corresponding to the two motor domains of the dynein dimer. 

In between the motor domains was a relatively weak density that displayed an 

arrangement of a-helices that was consistent with it being the GST dimer fused to 

the N terminus of the linker domain. Side chains were not visible in the electron 

density before or after refinement so the entire dynein polypeptide was built as a 

polyalanine chain. Model building began by fitting α-helices into the elongated, 

sausage-like electron densities of one motor domain (monomer 1) using the 

program Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) (“place helix here” command). This 

first phase of building helices into the density was performed agnostically, 

without utilization of any homology models to fit the density. Upon completion, 

we were able to identify patterns of helices that were similar to those of AAA large 

subdomains (three helices (H2, H3, and H4) on one side of a beta sheet and two 
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helices (H0 and H1) on the other side). The relative position of these helices is 

similar among the six dynein AAA domains and between dynein and a variety of 

other AAA proteins. We then corrected the orientations of our initially placed 

helices to match those of H0-H4 in AAA proteins.  While the overall location of 

the beta sheet was evident, individual strands could not be discerned. Alignment 

(using Secondary Structure Matching (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004)) of several 

AAA proteins (BchI (1G8P), NtrC (1NY5), ClpX (3HTE), and HslU (1DO0)) 

revealed virtually identical positions of the 5 b-strands and the P-loop (between 

b1 and H1). Based upon this similarity between diverse AAA protein, we built in 

the β-sheet of ClpX into the dynein AAA domains after aligning the helices 

between the two proteins. The P-loop of ClpX was modelled into AAA1-4. Next, 

where there was clear electron density, we built polyalanine loops connecting the 

secondary structure elements, aided by the “real space refinement” and 

“regularize zone” tools in Coot.  For densities that corresponded to the positions 

of H3/b4 inserts in AAA1, AAA2, AAA3 and AAA5, we placed the H3/b4 b-

hairpin from BchI (1G8P, residues 172-186), which fit in well into these densities. 

The H3/b4 inserts of BchI, HslU, and NtrC are all reasonably similar, although 

they differ in their orientation.   

The dynein AAA small domains, were first built by placing a-helices in 

rods of density, as described above. After independently building the small 

domains, it became clear that they all share a conserved 5-helix bundle structure. 

In many cases, electron density connecting the helices was evident, which 

allowed us to build loops and establish connectivity. The first helix (H5) was 
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defined by its proximity to the β5 strand of the large domain; this assignment also 

agrees with a SSM alignment of the dynein small domains with the small 

domains of other AAA small domains (e.g. NSF; Figure 7).  

Following a model build of one motor domain (monomer 1), we carried out 

a round of phased molecular replacement using Phaser in order to place the 

model into the density of the second motor domain in density. The model fit well 

into the electron density map of the monomer 2 motor domain, which generated 

confidence in the validity of the model. In some cases, the map for the second 

motor domain had either a better ordered electron density for a loop or a more 

extended helical density than the first motor domain. In such cases, the loop or 

helix was built into the second motor domain and then imported into the model 

for the first motor domain. This was justified by the fact that densities for ordered 

loops seen in both monomers were in virtually identical positions. Finally, the 

electron density for the GST was fit with the previously solved coordinates for 

this protein (1Y6E). 

Next, we wished to establish the connectivity and identity of the AAA 

domains. In the experimental electron density map, continuous density between 

the AAA large and small domains was not evident. However the peptide linker 

between the last beta strand (β5) of the large domain and first helix (H5) of the 

small domain is short (3-7 amino acids), which means there is only one possible 

way of connecting the large and small domains. The connections between H9 of 

the small domain and the first helix of the next AAA large domain also are mostly 

poorly ordered. However, in the case of AAA3s to AAA4L and AAA4s to AAA5L, 
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there is reasonable density that extended from H9 to a region in close proximity 

to the first large domain helix. From this, we conclude that the small domains are 

positioned clockwise with respect to the large domains (when the ring is observed 

from the linker face). This is how the large-small domains are ordered in the 

ClpX (3HTE) and HslU (1DOO) hexameric rings, thus providing support for this 

assignment. Furthermore, the distance from the tip of large domain β5 to H5 of 

the anticlockwise small domain is too large to be accommodated by the length of 

the predicted peptide linker sequence.  The assignment of specific AAA domains 

(ie. AAA1-6, as defined in the sequence) was based upon arguments that are 

described in detail in the main text.   

Having identified the large and small domains, we then refined the model 

by assigning residue numbers to the polyalanine model. Side chains are not 

visible in our electron density map and the position of the SeMet peaks was not 

accurate enough to assign methonine positions with high certainty within the 

density. Instead, as a preliminary assignment of residues to our model, we used 

the start and end residues for secondary structures elements that were predicted 

from the primary sequence using the program Psipred, in some cases making 

minor adjustments after comparing sequence predictions from cytoplasmic 

dyneins from several different species. Overall, the agreement between helix 

length in our model and the secondary structure prediction was good. In cases 

where they differed, the secondary structure algorithm may not correctly assign 

the start/end points of a secondary structure element or miss a secondary 

structure element entirely (e.g. a short loop splitting two helices). However, 
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equally likely, our build may be incorrect. Most importantly, at our current 

resolution, the amino acid residue assignment in our model should be taken as an 

approximate guide and registry shifts of 1-8 residues should be expected.   

 

Caveats of the model 

In addition to the uncertainties in the registry of residue numbers in our 

model described above, some regions of the structure have uncertain 

connectivities or are missing density. The linker, which is composed primarily of 

helices, does not have a good homology model from another protein. Thus, our 

assignment of the connectivity of the helices should be viewed cautiously, in 

particular for regions lacking connecting densities.  A particularly difficult region 

of this build falls between H5 and H8 which includes a 33 residue region of 

predicted coil and short beta sheet structure between H7 and H8 (for which we 

tentatively placed only a short beta hair pin).  Between the last helix in the linker 

(H12) and the H0 helix of AAA1 lies a ~40 residue loop and two predicted beta 

strands. Most of this density is not accounted for in our model.  However, we 

have tentatively modelled a beta hairpin into an otherwise unaccounted density 

that is nestled between linker H12 and AAA1 H0. Between AAA2s and AAA3L, 

there are ~40 unaccounted residues with largely no accompanying density; these 

residues are mostly assigned as “coil” by sequence prediction so they may be 

disordered; we only assigned 6 residues within an isolated density in this region. 

By sequence prediction, AAA5s and AAA6s also contain predicted structural 

elements that continue past the canonical H5-H9 structure; our assignment of 
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these elements must also be viewed with caution. For AAA5s, secondary structure 

algorithms predict the existence of 3 helices (H10-H12), but we see only evidence 

for two. While there is continuous density from H9 to H10, there is no density 

linking H10 to the density that we tentatively assigned as H12. In AAA6 small, 

there are two or perhaps three predicted helical densities that follow the H9, but 

because of poor connectivity and definition of the electron density, our 

assignment of these “C-terminal domain” helices is tentative. In addition, the 

density for AAA6s is poorly defined in both monomers, and ambiguous electron 

density in between helices offered two choices of how to assign the connectivity of 

the five helices. However, one option provided a connectivity of helices that was 

identical to those for AAA1s-AAA5s, and thus we chose that option for our model.   

 

Refinement and evaluation of the model 

To test the validity of the model, crystallographic refinement was carried 

out by a rigid body refinement protocol using CNS (Brunger, 2007; Brunger et 

al., 1998). The map after refinement was very similar to that derived from the 

experimental phases. Many helical densities and the AAA4 and 5 beta sheets 

became more contiguous.  Certain loops also became more obvious and the chain 

extended past H9 in three small domains. In addition, there were several cases 

where experimental density for a connecting loop was visible in one monomer 

but not the other, but then became visible in both monomers after refinement. 

The final R/ Rfree was 42/42%, which is similar to another comparable resolution 

structure of DNA-PKcs (44/44%) (Sibanda et al.). To test our model, we 
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generated omit maps which revealed positive density corresponding to the 

expected positions of helices (examples shown in Figure 1). Analysis of the 

Ramachandran plot reveals 3.8% outliers. However, with a 6Å structure and a 

polyalanine model, there is little information to tightly constrain the backbone 

and Cα positions, and thus we made a modest but not exhaustive effort to adjust 

and optimize bond angles. The quality of the experimental electron density, the 

Fo-Fc omit maps, the correspondence to EM mapping studies of the dynein 

motor (Figure 3), the similarity of our model (built without homology 

information) to known AAA protein structures, and the comparable electron 

density maps of the two motor domains in the homodimer all generate 

confidence in our interpretation of the electron density maps. 

Figures were prepared using Pymol (W.L DeLano, 2002, www.pymol.org), 

and alignment of structures was performed using SSM (Krissinel and Henrick, 

2004) and CEAlign (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998).  
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Table 1. Crystallographic data collection and phasing statistics 

 Native W12-Derivative SeMet-
Derivative 

Data 
Collection 

 E1 E2  

Wavelength (Å) 1.000002 1.21476 1.15776 0.97968 

Space group P21 P21 P21 P21 

Cell dimensions 

a, b, c (Å) 

α, β, γ (°) 

 

173.8,118.9,202.6 

90.0, 89.5, 90.0 

 

174.3,119.7,202.1 

90.0, 90.3, 90.0 

 

173.9,119.0,201.7 

90.0, 90.2, 90.0 

 

178.7,119.4,201.7 

90.0, 89.8, 90.0 

Resolution (Å) 50.00-3.80 50.00-8.00 50.00-8.00 50.00-7.50 

<I/σI> 16.2 (2.3) 29.5 (19.1) 29.7 (19.6) 22.2 (7.1) 

Completeness 
(%) 

100 (100) 99.9 (100) 100 (100) 99.9 (100) 

Redundancy 18.2 (17.1) 7.3 (7.5) 7.3 (7.5) 7.3 (7.6) 

Rsym 0.165 (0.254) 0.145 (0.14) 0.099 (0.131) 0.103 (0.206) 

No. of 
Reflections 

1686084 145889 146845 
79882 

Unique 
reflections 

94942 19988 20010 
10942 

MAD phasing     

Number of sites  4  

FOM (acentric)  0.69  

Refinement    

Rwork/ Rfree (%)  42.5/41.9   

	  

FOM= <cos(Δαh)> figure of merit, where Δαh is the error in the phase angle for 
reflection h. 

* Values for highest resolution shells are given in parentheses. 
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Figure 1. Experimental electron density maps of dynein 

(A) A phase-extended experimental electron density map of the dynein motor 

domain contoured at 2.0 σ revealing elongated densities characteristic of helices.  

This is the linker face although the linker was not included in the view so as to 

feature the central hole in the AAA ring.  (B) Experimental electron density map 

showing the beta sheet of AAA6. (C) Fo-Fc and (D) 2Fo-Fc electron density 

maps in which AAA1 small domain (blue) was omitted from the refinement. 

Other regions of the dynein structure that were not omitted are shown in grey. 

(E) Fo-Fc and (F) 2Fo-Fc electron density maps in which the AAA2 small domain 

(teal; all other domains in grey) was omitted from the refinement. Electron 

density was contoured at 2.5 σ and 1.5 σ for the Fo-Fc and 2Fo-Fc maps 

respectively. In these omit maps, positive densities in the positions of the small 

domains helices appear in the Fo-Fc maps.  
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Figure 2. Structural overview of the cytoplasmic dynein motor 

domain  

(A) Primary structure and domains of full-length the yeast cytoplasmic dynein 

chain. (B) Schematic of construct for crystallization; the N-terminus was 

truncated and fused to glutathione S-transferase (GST; green), and the 

microtubule binding domain (MTBD) and part of the stalk was removed and 

replaced with a short peptide (blue).  (C) Top and  (D) side views of the motor 

domain chain A. The linker, stalk and C-terminus are colored coded as in panel A. 

(E) The complete GST-cytoplasmic dynein dimer; glutathione-S-transferase 

(GST) is in green. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the dynein motor domain crystal structure 

with prior EM studies 

(A) A view of the crystal structure (left) that matches with the “top” view (right) 

of the electron microscopy study by Roberts et al. of Dictyostelium cytoplasmic 

dynein (Roberts et al., 2009). The symbols indicate the position of GFP insertions 

into the dynein heavy chain that were then visualized by EM (GN- N-terminus of 

linker, B1- AAA1s, B2- AAA2s, B5- AAA5s, B6- AAA6s). The locations of these 

domains are shown in similar colors in the crystal structure on the left. (B) 

Crystal structure compared with an EM study of Chlamydomonas inner arm 

dynein (“left” view of the apo state in Figure 2B of Burgess et al. (Burgess et al., 

2003)). Positions of the coiled coil buttress (orange) and stalk (yellow) in the 

crystal structure (left) corresponds to a “triangle” seen in some EM views, which 

are also described as a “bifurcation of the stalk" (black arrowhead in right panel). 

The triangular structure also was seen in an EM study of Dictyostelium 

cytoplasmic dynein et al. (Figure 5C from Roberts et al. (Roberts et al., 2009)). A 

“fine structure emerging from the head” (right panel, white arrow) was noted in 

the Burgess et al. study, which corresponds to the protrusion of the AAA2 small 

domain seen in the crystal structure (left panel, white arrow). The position where 

the linker emerges from the head is denoted by the position of the GST in the 

crystal structure (left) and a black arrow in the EM (right). 
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Figure 4. Structure of the C-terminal domain 

The C-terminal helices (pink) run under AAA6 small (red) and AAA5 small 

(orange) domains, thus potentially locking these domains together. 
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Figure 5. Structure of the dynein AAA domains	  	  

(A) The six individual AAA domains constituting the ring are highlighted in 

colors. The linker spanning over the center of the ring is magenta. (B) 

Characteristic topology of the large and small domains of AAA+ proteins and 

nomenclature of the helices and beta strands. (C) The electron density map 

(contoured at 1.5 σ) and model build of the secondary structure elements of a 

dynein AAA large domain (AAA6). (D) Electron density map and model showing 

a unique helical insert (blue) in AAA4. (E) Electron density map and model of a 

dynein small domain (AAA1). (F, G) Comparison of the large and small domains 

of AAA1-3. Galleries of electron densities and models for all large and small 

domains can be found in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. 
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Figure 6. Structure and electron density of the AAA large domains. 

(A) Gallery of the six AAA large domains. The contour of the experimental 

electron density map was set at σ = 1.5. (B) An alignment of the large domains of 

dynein AAA2 and the AAA ATPase NtrC (1NY5) shows similar positions of the H2 

and H3-b4 inserts. (C) An alignment of the large domains of dynein AAA2 and 

the AAA ATPase ClpX (3HTE) shows similar positions of an N-terminal helix (N-

term H) that precedes H0. 
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Figure 7. Structure and electron density of the AAA small domains 

(A) Gallery of the six AAA small domains. The contour of the experimental 

electron density map was set at σ=1.5  (B) An alignment of the small domains of 

dynein AAA1 and the AAA ATPase NSF (1NSF) shows the similar positions of 

helices 5-8. Dynein small domains have an additional helix at the C-terminus 

(H9). (C) Alignment of the small domains of AAA4, AAA5, and AAA6 (in a 

similar view to that of Fig. 5F), showing that the coiled coil stalk (AAA4) and 

buttress (AAA5) are extensions of the core small domain helices (H5-H8).  
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Figure 8. Comparison of dynein model build with selenomethionine 

peak positions  

	  (A) Overview of experimentally determined SeMet positions (orange and pink 

spheres; σ >3.0). SeMet peaks from both dynein monomers were mapped onto 

one monomer with the orange and pink spheres marking peaks from monomer 1 

and 2 respectively. Predicted positions of methionines in our dynein model are 

labeled green on the backbone. (B) SeMet peaks in the GST dimer (pink spheres) 

and corresponding methionine positions in the GST structure (green, backbone; 

pdb 1Y6E). Electron density (Fo) of GST is shown in grey (contour, 1.5 σ), while 

SeMet peaks (contoured at 3.5 σ) are shown in pink. SeMet peaks show a two-fold 

symmetry along the axis of dimerization. (C) A gallery of experimentally 

determined SeMet positions (pink spheres, σ >3.5) and predicted methionine 

positions (green, backbone) in AAA2 large, AAA4 large, AAA6 large, AAA4 small, 

and the linker domain. SeMet positions represent the peaks found in both 

monomers.  
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Figure 9. Comparison of predicted and experimentally determined 

methionines per each domain 

In our current assignment of AAA domains (Figure 5A), the number of SeMet 

peaks was equal to or less than that expected from the dynein sequence. On the 

other hand, if the AAA domains were assigned differently, mismatches occur, in 

which there are more SeMet peaks in a domain than would be predicted from the 

sequence (mismatches are highlighted in red). For example, if the assignment 

was shifted by one in the clockwise direction, mismatches occur in AAA1, 3, and 

6. If the AAA domains are assigned in a counter-clockwise direction, with AAA1 

positioned either to the left (CCW assignment1) or right (CCW assignment 2) of 

the linker, mismatches occur in AAA1, 5, and 6 and AAA3, respectively.  Thus, the 

SeMet data confirmed our assignment of the AAA domains in the ring.  While 

there is reasonable agreement between SeMet peaks and our model (panel C), the 

limited resolution of the SeMet data precluded its utility in determining the 

registry of the polypeptide chain. 
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Figure 10. Asymmetry of the dynein AAA ring 

(A) Side view of AAA ring showing the different planes occupied by the AAA1-3 

large domains. (B) Top view of the AAA ring showing just the large domains. 

Note the large gaps between AAA1 and 2 and between AAA5 and 6. ATP is 

expected to bind between AAA1 and 2. (C) Comparison of the positions of the 

small domains relative to the large domain for AAA1, 3 and 6 (large domains 

aligned to AAA1); small domains can adopt a variety of different orientations due 

to a flexible linker joining β5 (large) toH5 (small). (D) Packing of the small 

domains against the neighboring AAA large domain (see insert; AAA1s against 

AAA2L, AAA3s against AAA4L, and AAA6s against AAA1L). AAA large domains 

were aligned to AAA1. The orientations of the small domains to the 

neighboringlarge domain are similar to one another. (E) Comparison of the 

positions of adjacent large domains in dynein and ClpX (3HWS). In the 

nucleotide-bound ClpX monomers in the hexamer (monomer chain A shown 

here) and AAA3 of dynein (aligned with ClpX), the adjacent large domain is 

closely apposed in a “closed” conformation. (F) In the nucleotide-free monomers 

of the same ClpX hexamer (monomer chain C) and AAA1, the adjacent large 

domain is more widely separated in an “open” conformation, due to the rotation 

of the intervening small domain. Comparison of the positions of adjacent large 

domains around the dynein AAA ring is found in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Gallery of adjacent large domains in the dynein AAA ring 

The AAA domains on the right were aligned to one another and thus in the same 

orientation. The adjacent small and large domains are found in various 

orientations. AAA1-2 and AAA5-6 are in more open conformations while the 

others are in more closed conformations.	  	  
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Figure 12. The linker domain and its interaction with the AAA ring 

The linker colored in rainbow from N- to C- terminus and its four helical 

subdomains (subdomains 1 and 4 are N- and C-terminal respectively). AAA 

domains interacting with the linker are shown in gray. Subdomain 4 has an 

extensive interaction with AAA1 and AAA6 small while subdomain 1 makes a 

limited contact with the AAA5 large domain.  
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Figure 13. The stalk and buttress coiled coils 

(A) Bottom view of the motor domain highlighting the stalk and buttress. The 

stalk from this crystal structure is highlighted in yellow and the green extension 

is a continuation of the stalk modelled with an anti-parallel coiled coil of the 

proper length. The microtubule binding domain (MTBD) and distal coiled coil is 

from a previously solved crystal structure (3ERR). (B) The electron density map 

and model showing the likely interaction of distal part of the buttress with the 

stalk. (C) The small domains of AAA4 andAAA5 show that H7, H8 extend into 

the stalk coiled coil and H5, H6 extend into the buttress coiled coil. 
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Figure 14. A model for AAA ring communication based on the AAA+ 

protein ClpX 

(A) X-ray crystal structure of the large domains of the ClpX hexamer (PDB ID: 

3HWS), color coded by chain. The nucleotide-free domain interfaces (purple-

green) show an open conformation, while the nucleotide-bound (ADP) domain 

interfaces (yellow-peach) show a closed conformation. (B) Asymmetric structure 

of the yeast cytoplasmic dynein AAA ring (only large domains shown). When 

viewed from the linker-face, the ring shows prominent openings between AAA1-

AAA2 and AAA5-AAA6 large domains.  The AAA1-AAA2 interface is the main 

ATP hydrolysis site for dynein. (C) A model for AAA ring communication in 

dynein, based upon the nucleotide-free and bound forms of ClpX. Upon ATP 

binding at the AAA1 nucleotide binding pocket, the AAA1-AAA2 switches from an 

open to closed conformation, triggering an overall shift in AAA domains, and 

ultimately an iris-like contraction of the AAA ring.  
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Figure 15. Potential role of the AAA large domain inserts as linker 

docking surfaces  

(A) The crystal structure of a PspF large domain showing the position of the H2 

and H3-S4 insert loops (left). A 20 Å resolution cryo-electron microscopy 

reconstruction of the PspF hexamer in complex with its binding partner, σ54 in 

the presence of ADP-AlFx (right). The PspF hexamer crystal structure is docked 

into the electron microscopy structure, showing the H2 and H3-S4 insert loops at 

the site of PspF - σ 54 interaction (reprinted from (Rappas et al., 2005) with 

permission). (B) The crystal structure of AAA2 large domain in yeast cytoplasmic 

dynein, showing a similar position of the H2 and H3-S4 insert loops compared 

with PspF (left). The position of the unique loop inserts in the large domains of 

dynein AAA2-5, with respect to the linker (right). AAA1 and AAA6 are not shown 

for clarity. Insert loops lying at the top surface of the ring are depicted in cartoon 

format. The loops provide potential docking sites for the linker or dynein 

regulatory proteins. (C) A speculative model of how the loop insertions could act 

as docking sites for the linker at different stages of the ATPase cycle.  
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	   Following	  our	  solution	  of	  the	  yeast	  cytoplasmic	  dynein	  motor	  domain	  crystal	  

structure,	  another	  crystal	  structure	  of	  Dictyostelium	  cytoplasmic	  dynein	  at	  4.5Å	  

resolution	  was	  published	  (Kon	  et	  al.,	  2011).	  	  Although	  similar	  in	  structural	  

organization	  to	  yeast	  dynein,	  the	  Dictyostelium	  structure	  shows	  several	  differences	  

in	  AAA	  ring	  asymmetry,	  C-‐terminal	  domain	  structure,	  and	  monomer-‐monomer	  

contacts,	  while	  also	  revealing	  additional	  features	  such	  as	  the	  structure	  of	  the	  full	  

stalk	  and	  microtubule	  binding	  domain.	  In	  this	  chapter,	  we	  conduct	  a	  comprehensive	  

comparison	  of	  the	  two	  crystal	  structures,	  and	  discuss	  what	  the	  differences	  imply	  for	  

intramolecular	  communication	  within	  a	  dynein	  monomer,	  as	  well	  as	  intermolecular	  

communication	  between	  the	  two	  heads	  of	  a	  processive	  dynein	  dimer	  (Cho	  and	  Vale,	  

2011).	  	  
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Summary of the Dictyostelium dynein motor domain  crystal structure 

A 380kDa  monomeric fragment of Dictyostelium dynein corresponding to 

a previously characterized minimal motor (Nishiura et al., 2004) was crystallized 

in the presence of ADP, and was solved to 4.5 angstrom resolution. Two 

monomers (monomer A & B) are present in the asymmetric unit, where 

monomer A (including the AAA ring, linker, and stalk) was fully resolved, and 

monomer B was only partially resolved.   

Similar to the yeast dynein crystal structure, the AAA ring is somewhat 

asymmetric, with considerable gaps between some AAA large domains. The 

linker spans over the large domain face of the ring with limited contacts at both 

ends, and the buttress coiled-coil is also found to interact with the stalk through a 

side-on interaction.  

The most intriguing feature of the Dictyostelium structure that had not 

been revealed by our stalk-truncated yeast structure is the structure of the full-

length stalk and microtubule binding domain. Interestingly, significant 

deviations in the stalk angle exist between monomer A and B, suggesting 

conformational flexibility. The implications of stalk conformational variability for 

intramolecular communication mechanisms are discussed below.  

 

Comparison of the yeast and Dictyostelium dynein motor domain structures 

The crystal structures of the yeast and Dictyostelium dynein motor 

domains have a similar overall organization, as well as many common features. 
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However, several differences exist between the two structures, which could be 

due to either species differences, crystal contacts, or the truncations used in the 

constructs.  However, we believe that it is likely that the distinct conformations 

reflect different nucleotide states in AAA1 (the main hydrolytic site), since the 

Dictyostelium motor domain was crystallized with ADP and the yeast motor 

domain was crystallized in nucleotide-free conditions.  

Both the yeast and Dictyostelium dynein crystal structures contain two 

monomers in the crystallographic asymmetric unit. In yeast, the monomers are 

joined at the N-terminus via GST, forming a dimeric conformation that is 

compatible with processive motility (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). The two 

monomers of the yeast dimer have virtually identical structures.  In contrast, the 

two Dictyostelium monomers in the unit cell (monomer A and B), which pack 

together through a back-to-back interaction of the C-terminal face, show 

pronounced structural differences, even though both are presumably in the same 

nucleotide state. Differences are notable in AAA3, 4 and 5 and changes in 

orientations of these domains result in a prominent change in the angle (~37°) of 

the distal region of the stalks in the two monomers (Figure 2A). The cause of this 

difference is unclear, although these differences might be due to different crystal 

contacts. Regardless, these results reveal considerable conformational flexibility 

of dynein, which might be important for its mechanism.  

Several notable differences are found in the AAA ring of yeast and 

Dictyostelium dynein. The yeast AAA ring is much more asymmetric and slightly 

expanded compared to the Dictyostelium AAA ring (Figure 1A).  This gross 
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difference results from larger gaps between AAA domains in yeast dynein and 

differences in the positions of the AAA domains with respect to the plane of the 

ring (Figure 1B and C). More specifically, AAA2 is positioned higher up in the 

plane of the ring in Dictyostelium, and AAA5 is shifted farther towards the linker 

and above AAA4 in yeast. We speculate that this difference in the shape of the 

ring might be due to different nucleotide states (nucleotide-free for yeast and 

ADP for Dictyostelium), as will be discussed later.  

The linker structures are fairly similar in Dictyostelium and yeast as well 

as the manner in which the linker packs against AAA1. However, the position of 

the linker N-terminus relative to the ring differs slightly; in yeast, it is located 

above AAA5, while in Dictyostelium, it is closer to AAA4 (Figure 1A). This 

variation seems to be a consequence of the above mentioned differences in the 

position of AAA5 in yeast and Dictyostelium, rather than a change in the linker 

structure.  

The tip of the stalk of Dictyostelium dynein structure also differs from the 

crystal structure of the isolated mouse stalk/microtubule binding domain 

structure. In the mouse microtubule binding domain structure, the stalk is locked 

into a “weak-binding” a-registry of the coiled coil (Carter et al., 2008). In this 

conformation, the conserved pair of staggered prolines near the microtubule 

binding domain introduces a kink in the stalk. However, in the Dictyostelium 

dynein structure, a kink is less obvious and the stalk smoothly continues into the 

microtubule binding domain (Figure 2B). Higher resolutions structures will be 
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needed to ascertain the registry of the stalk coiled coil in this motor domain 

structure.  

Finally, the C-terminal domains of yeast and Dictystelium dynein differ 

not only in size, but have considerably distinct structures. The smaller yeast C-

terminus has an elongated structure consisting mainly of one long helix that 

bridges AAA6 small and AAA5 small. The larger Dictyostelium dynein C-

terminus, however, has two-lobes which appear to consist of helical bundles.  The 

first lobe assumes a position similar to the yeast C-terminus, while the second 

lobe packs underneath AAA5small and AAA1small. In between the two lobes 

seems to be a flexible hinge region that can affect motor processivity (Numata et 

al., 2011). The difference in how the C-terminal structure crossbridges AAA 

domains is intriguing, and might be related to the different motile properties of 

yeast and Dictyostelium dynein  

 

Implications for intramolecular allosteric communication 

From our yeast structure  (Chapter 2), we proposed that the gap between 

AAA1-AAA2 must close upon ATP binding. Akin to a switch, nucleotide binding 

or release could trigger an open vs. closed conformation of the AAA domain 

interface. This hypothesis also is consistent with differences between the 

nucleotide-free yeast motor domain and the Dictyostelium motor domain 

(crystallized with ADP).  In Dictyostelium, the AAA2 large domain is displaced 

higher in the ring and thus closer to the AAA1 large domain (Figure 2B).  
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However, there is still a significant gap between the two, suggesting that a further 

lateral closure may occur in the ATP state, which brings the domains closer to 

enable the hydrolysis of the β-𝛾 phosphate bond. 

Because the packing interactions between neighboring AAA domains are 

relatively conserved, closing of the AAA1-AAA2 cleft would probably drive a 

global conformational change such as contraction of the whole AAA ring (Figure 

3C). Considering that AAA2-4 have been suggested to play regulatory roles in 

dynein motility (Kikushima et al., 2004) (Cho et al., 2008), we proposed that 

such change might be primarily transmitted around the ring from AAA1 to AAA2-

4 via sequential nucleotide changes (Chapter 2). Alternatively, Kon et al. (Kon et 

al., 2011) suggested a conformational propagation around the other side of the 

ring, from AAA1 to AAA6 and 5, which is mediated by the C-terminal domain. 

Distinguishing between these two distinct allosteric mechanisms of dynein will 

require new structures and/or experimental probes of different nucleotide states.  

In any case, however, changes in the AAA ring would be expected to drive 

downstream allosteric movement in the linker and stalk.  

 In Chapter 2, we proposed that relative movements of the rigid body units, 

AAA3small-AAA4large and AAA4small-AAA5large would move the stalk and 

buttress relative to one another. If the two coiled coils remain in contact, then 

this ATP-generated motion within the ring could be translated into a distortion of 

the stalk coiled coil that could propagate as a registry shift to the proline region 

near the microtubule binding domain.  The revelation of a stalk-buttress 

interaction in the Dictyostelium dynein structure further supports an interesting 
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role for the stalk-buttress interaction, and also adds an interesting twist: the 

stalk-buttress interaction might not only propagate sliding motions of the coiled 

coil, but also control the angle in which the stalk emerges from the ring, as 

suggested by the different stalk angles seen in the two monomers in the 

Dictyostelium crystal structure (Figure 2A). 

 

Implications for intermolecular communcation in a processive dynein dimer 

The two crystal structures can generate information that is relevant for 

understanding the orientation of the two motor domains when dynein moves 

processively along microtubules. In the yeast dynein structure, the two motor 

domains are dimerized by the fusion of gluthione S-transferase (GST) N-terminal 

to where the linker interacts with the ring. This GST-dynein fusion moves 

processively with a similar run length and velocity to wild-type yeast dynein. In 

the crystal structure, the two motor domains point away from one another in a 

pseudo-two-fold symmetry (Figure 6A inset). However, for processive motion, 

both microtubule binding domains must dock onto the same microtubule, and we 

have modeled a two-head-bound intermediate with both rings in the same 

orientation (Figure 3A; refer to Chapter 2 for more details). The Dictyostelium 

crystal structure shows a very different arrangement of the two motor domains in 

the unit cell. The two monomers (which are separate polypeptide chains without 

a dimerizing domain) are interacting back-to-back (C-terminal domains facing 

one another); the two rings are essentially stacking on one another through 

interactions between the C-terminal domain of one head and the small domain 
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face of AAA2-4 of the other head (Figure 3B inset). This interaction might simply 

reflect the way that the monomers pack in the crystal.  However, Kon et al. (Kon 

et al., 2011) suggested that the rings might interact in this conformation during 

processive movement and that this interaction could allow for  

communication/coordination between the two motor domains.  Indeed, a 

compact form of the dynein dimer would be expected during processive motility, 

as dynein mostly takes small steps (8 nm, the minimal subunit spacing along the 

microtubule), and ring stacking has been observed in axonemal dyneins by 

electron microscopy (Nicastro et al., 2006). Furthermore, truncation studies 

show that the processivity of Dictyostelium dynein is enhanced by the presence of 

its distal C- terminal domain (Numata et al., 2011), which might be related to a 

role for stacking interactions between the two heads. However, in this back-to-

back orientation of the rings, the microtubule binding domains would be oriented 

in opposite directions, thus requiring the stalk in one motor domain to have 

considerable rotational flexibility in order for its distal microtubule binding 

domain to interact with the microtubule (Figure 3B).   

Thus, in conclusion, the two crystal structures propose distinct 

orientations of the rings (back-to-front and back-to-back) in a processively 

moving dynein. However, both models have structural challenges for achieving a 

two-head bound state. The first challenge lies in the position of the linkers; they 

must have sufficient space to swing with respect to the ring, while still being close 

enough to be adjoined by a dimerization domain.  In the yeast back-to-front 

orientation of the rings, one of the linkers is sandwiched between the rings, 
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creating possible steric clashes. In the Dictyostelium back-to-back stacking of 

rings, the linkers are pointing in opposite directions on the outside of a double 

stacked ring and thus must cross a long distance around the side of the rings to 

form a connected dimer. In addition to joining the linkers into a dimer, a second 

challenge lies in the simultaneous binding of two microtubule binding domains 

on the microtubule lattice. For two microtubule binding domains to bind 8 nm 

apart, the stalks must be rotated in both structures, although the magnitude of 

rotation is significantly smaller in the yeast model. This implies that there might 

be considerable flexibility in the stalk, which is also suggested by the variable 

conformations that the stalk assumes in different crystal structures (Figure 3B). 

To distinguish between these models derived from crystal structures, it will be 

important to establish the orientation of the rings and the stalks in a processively 

moving dynein molecule.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of the yeast and Dictyostelium motor domain 

crystal structures 

(A) Comparison of the yeast (PDB ID: 3QMZ) and Dictyostelium dynein motor 

domain structures (PDB ID: 3AY1). The motor domains were superimposed by 

aligning the helices in the linker and AAA1, which superimpose well in the yeast 

and Dictyostelium structures. In the yeast dynein structure, the ring is more open 

and asymmetric than in the Dictyostelium dynein structure. Also, AAA5 is more 

shifted towards AAA4 in the yeast structure, resulting in a slight difference in the 

position where the N-terminus of the linker sits relative to the ring. (B) 

Comparison of yeast and Dictyostelium dynein AAA1-3. Asymmetry is more 

prominent and the AAA1-2 gap is wider in the yeast structure due to the different 

heights of AAA domains; specifically AAA2 is shifted further down with respect to 

AAA1. (C) Comparison of yeast and Dicytostelium dynein AAA1, 5, and 6. The 

AAA ring is more planar and the AAA5-6 gap smaller in the Dictyostelium 

structure. As discussed in the text, we speculate that the differences between 

yeast and Dictyostelium reflect distinct nucleotide occupancy in AAA1 (empty 

and ADP for yeast and Dictyostelium respectively).  Note: the model for 

Dictyostelium dynein lacks several AAA helices that are present in the yeast 

model. 
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Figure 2. Conformational variability of the stalk   

 (A) The two Dictyostelium dynein monomers (monomer A in pink monomer B 

in green; linkers highlighted in darker hues) modeled onto microtubules based on 

docking of the mouse microtubule binding domain as in (Carter et al., 2008). The 

different stalk angles of monomer A and B results in a different orientation of the 

dynein heads with respect to the microtubule longitudinal axis. (B) The stalks of 

the Dictyostelium stalk (pink) and mouse stalk (purple) viewed from the 

microtubule minus end. The inset shows the difference in stalk angle, which 

might be due to differences in the vicinity of the proline kinks in CC1 and CC2. 

(C) A model for stalk communication. Upon ATP binding, movements of AAA4 

and AAA5 small domains are relayed to the stalk and buttress coiled coil 

extensions, respectively. Due to its interaction between the stalk, the buttress can 

push or pull on CC1, causing relative sliding motions between CC1 and CC2 and 

ultimately changing the microtubule binding affinity at the tip of the stalk.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of the yeast and Dictyostelium dimer structures 

on microtubules 

(A) A model for dimeric yeast dynein docked onto microtubules. (Inset shows the 

dimeric conformation in the crystal structure). The front head (orange) has an 

undocked linker (salmon) and a small kink in the stalk to accommodate a docked 

microtubule binding domain conformation. The rear head (yellow) has a docked 

linker and a straight stalk. The linkers are connected at the N-terminus by a GST 

dimerization domain. Arrows indicate equivalent positions in the microtubule 

binding domain (cyan). The linker face of the rear head is facing the C-terminal 

face of the front head. (B) The Dictyostelium dynein crystal structure (inset), 

showing the stacked conformation of monomer A (pink) and B (green). Using this 

crystal structure, monomer A was docked onto the microtubule. The putative 

conformation of the microtubule binding domain in monomer B was modeled 

based on the conformation of the distal stalk in monomer A. Arrows indicate 

equivalent positions in the microtubule binding domain (cyan), which are 

pointing in different directions. Arrowheads indicate the N-terminus of the 

linkers that must connect to a dimerization domain. In this configuration, the 

linkers are on the outside and the C-termini are on the inside of the stacked AAA 

rings.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
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	   In	  order	  to	  dissect	  the	  mechanochemical	  cycle	  of	  dynein,	  we	  have	  

determined	  the	  first	  crystal	  structure	  of	  the	  dynein	  motor	  domain,	  as	  well	  as	  

exploring	  the	  role	  of	  ATP	  hydrolysis	  at	  different	  ATPase	  sites.	  Through	  these	  

studies,	  we	  have	  provided	  insight	  into	  how	  a	  molecule	  as	  large	  and	  complex	  as	  

dynein	  might	  achieve	  allosteric	  communication	  across	  long	  distances.	  Structurally,	  

we	  have	  found	  that	  dynein	  is	  an	  open	  and	  asymmetric	  ring	  that	  likely	  closes	  in	  an	  

iris-‐like	  fashion	  during	  the	  ATPase	  cycle.	  Such	  changes	  in	  the	  ring	  likely	  trigger	  a	  

domino	  effect	  to	  other	  parts	  of	  the	  molecule,	  so	  that	  the	  buttress	  pulls	  on	  the	  stalk	  to	  

release	  dynein	  from	  microtubules	  and	  the	  linker	  produces	  a	  mechanical	  stroke.	  

Kinetically,	  we	  have	  found	  that	  AAA3	  and	  AAA4	  ATP	  hydrolysis	  mutants	  maintain	  

processivity,	  but	  have	  distinct	  motile	  properties	  from	  that	  of	  wild	  type	  motors	  

(specifically,	  increased	  microtubule	  binding	  affinities	  and	  mean	  microtubule 

attachment times). These findings allude to a potential regulatory role for AAA3 

and AAA4 that might mediate allosteric communication between the main 

ATPase site (AAA1) and the microtubule binding domain during dynein’s ATPase 

cycle. 	  

Although these studies are a big step forward in our understanding of 

dynein, many missing pieces of information remain to be elucidated in order to 

emerge with a comprehensive understanding of dynein motility.  

Perhaps the most immediately pending goal is to obtain better diffracting 

crystals that provide atomic resolution. A higher resolution structure will be able 

to discern individual amino acids, as well as the nucleotide state of the different 
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AAA nucleotide binding pockets. With the assignment and modeling of individual 

amino acids, it will be possible to identify the exact residues that mediate 

domain-domain interactions. Information on nucleotide occupancy will likely 

lend insight into the role of ATP binding and hydrolysis at AAA2-4.  Are all four 

ATP binding pockets occupied at once or can there be heterogeneous occupancy? 

Also, what is the conformation of the nucleotide-interacting residues in the ATP 

binding pockets?  

Another important question that remains to be answered is “what are the 

conformational changes in dynein’s mechanochemical cycle?” We currently only 

have a single snapshot of dynein in a “post-stroke” state, where the N-terminus of 

the linker is docked near AAA4/5 and the microtubule binding domain is in a 

presumed strong binding conformation. A crystal structure of an “ATP” and/or 

“ADP-Pi” state will be needed to reveal the key “pre-stroke” state of the cycle. 

Information on both the pre- and post-powerstroke states will be essential for 

understanding the motility cycle of dynein. But there are likely to be many more 

important conformations to investigate, since dynein has three additional 

nucleotide binding sites (AAA2-4) in addition to the main hydrolytic site. 

Variations in the nucleotide state of these sites are likely to change the 

conformation of the AAA ring.  

Based on this assumption, nucleotide hydrolysis and/or binding mutants 

of the motor domain bound to different nucleotides are promising candidates for 

crystallization, and will likely provide snapshots of different kinetic intermediates 

in dynein’s mechanochemical cycle.  Along this avenue, initial crystals of a AAA1-

hydrolysis mutant were obtained in the presence of AMP-PNP, but requires 
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further optimization. As a complementary approach to crystallography (as 

crystallization can be quite a bottleneck!!), electron microscopy could also 

provide a better idea of the “post-stroke” state. We proposed that significant 

structural remodeling might occur upon ATP binding and hydrolysis including 

AAA ring closure and a large shift of the linker N-terminus. Combined with a 

crystal structure, EM reconstructions might be able to test the plausibility of such 

models.  

Accompanying such structural studies should be additional biophysical 

characterization of dynein’s structural elements. Although our crystal structure 

has provided an initial framework to understand dynein’s conformation on 

microtubules, we still have no idea what dynein really looks like during 

processive movement since the rigidity of the stalk or linker is unknown. It will 

be interesting to ascertain whether angular changes in the stalk contribute to 

dynein movement by facilitating a diffusional search of the microtubule binding 

domain.  Furthermore, although we have proposed a role for the stalk-buttress 

interaction in mediating AAA ring-microtubule binding domain communication, 

two coiled coils mediating allosteric communication is without clear precedence 

in the literature. Thus, this model requires more direct data to determine whether 

this or other conformational changes occur during dynein’s ATPase cycle. Such 

investigations of the dynein stalk will likely provide broader insight into how 

coiled coils might be used in biological systems.  Computational studies that 

approximate the binding energy of the stalk and buttress, as well as the design of 

fluorescent probes that can measure the conformational changes of the stalk and 

buttress will be important next steps in this investigation.  
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On an ending note, one problem the dynein community has encountered 

in recent motility studies of dynein is the lack of consensus on how dynein moves. 

There have been varied reports on the step size, stall forces (Gennerich et al., 

2007; Mallik et al., 2004; Toba et al., 2006), and directionality preferences 

(Carter et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2006) of dynein. Although it remains a possibility 

that these discrepancies are due to experimental artifacts, they may also reflect 

subtle structural differences among dynein species such as differences in the C-

terminal domains of yeast and metazoan dyneins, or differences in the subunit 

composition of the dynein complex. Therefore, an important problem is to 

distinguish whether subtle species differences in dynein motor domains translate 

into mechanistic differences such as in class V myosins (Reck-Peterson et al., 

2001). 

Further down the road, it will also be important to understand not only the 

properties and structure of a minimal dynein motor domain, but also the dynein 

holoenzyme as it exists in the cell. Several studies have already started to dissect 

how adaptor proteins such as Lis1 or dynactin regulate dynein ATPase activity 

(Mesngon et al., 2006), processivity (Kardon et al., 2009), and force persistence 

(McKenney et al., 2010). Thus, an important frontier lies in reconstituting and 

obtaining structures of the dynein holoenzyme and complexes with its associated 

regulatory proteins.  
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